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For a database to function efficiently, the query optimizer must be presented with an 

efficient set of indexes for the query workload.  Often inefficient index sets are not noticed until 

they have a substantial negative impact on the database processes.  In an active database, the 

sizes of tables and distributions of data constantly grow at different relative rates.  Traditionally, 

the access plans produced by the cost-based query optimizer change when two related data 

distributions grow relative to one another past some threshold.  These “data thresholds” are 

significant because they represent the point at which previously optimal indexes become 

suboptimal.  Due to the size and complexity of today’s database systems, many DBAs rely on 

autonomic tuning tools to assist them in determining optimal index sets for the database 

workload.  We propose an extension to these autonomic tuning tools that will allow DBAs to 

estimate future performance of queries and which will automatically recommend optimal index 

sets for the estimated future data distributions.  This is accomplished by recording and analyzing 

changes in the database statistics captured by the DBMS over time.  Forecasts of future values of 

these statistics are computed and used to create an alternate system catalog from which to 

compile queries.  This effectively tricks the query optimizer into optimizing queries assuming the 

values of the forecasted data distributions.  Current methods of deriving optimal index sets for a 
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query workload can then be applied to make optimal index predictions for the future.  In 

addition, we show that the extension is useful as a user-space tool for estimating query scaling 

and performance. 
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 

The complexity and power of the business world’s information technology (IT) 

infrastructures have been allowed to continually increase due to Moore’s Law and competition 

decreasing the per-unit costs of both hardware and software.  However, the cost of IT 

professionals who have the skills necessary to manage and administrate the growing array of IT 

systems is not subject to the growth principles of Moore’s Law.  As a result, the total cost of 

ownership (TCO) involved in maintaining IT systems is becoming increasingly dominated by the 

cost to employ qualified professionals.  Autonomic computing is quickly becoming an essential 

technology that must be realized to continue to fuel the growth of the IT industry [1].  

The term autonomic computing derives from the autonomic nervous system of the human 

body.  It is the system that controls vital low-level functions such as heart rate and body 

temperature, leaving the conscious mind free to deal with higher level tasks.  A truly autonomic 

computer system is capable of managing itself utilizing the guidance of high-level objectives 

provided by administrators.  It is composed of interactive collections of autonomic elements, or 

individual self managing components of systems, which contain resources and deliver services to 

humans and other autonomic elements [2]. 

One major open area of research is the creation of specific autonomic elements, or 

“research directed towards improving the self-managing capability of specific components such 

as databases, storage systems, servers, etc.” [3] (pp. 16). Databases have become a focus of 

active research in autonomic systems because they are a necessity in many IT infrastructures and 

labor is such a high part of the TCO involved in maintaining them. Consider the following 

problem: 
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As data is inserted into a database, the sizes of its relations increase.  Associations are 

formed between relations when queries exist in the database’s workload that join attributes from 

two or more relations. 

It is common for these associated relations to grow at different relative rates.  The access 

plan generated by the query optimizer determines which algorithms, indexes, and tables will be 

used to compute a query.  The optimizer attempts to calculate the most efficient access plan 

given the current sizes and distributions of data relevant to the query being optimized.  Thus the 

access plan is strongly tied to the sizes and distributions of data.  At certain points, the sizes and 

distributions of data will change such that the query optimizer will compute a different access 

plan. We call these points data thresholds.  Data thresholds are significant in that they represent 

a point at which an optimal set of indexes often become suboptimal. 

The situation is further complicated as the set of queries contained within the workload 

grow in complexity.  More complex queries will filter data from relations before they are joined 

and often join the result of one join operation with other relations (n-way joins).  The number of 

possible index sets increases exponentially relative to the number of attributes and associations 

involved in the workload.  As a result, this increases the complexity involved in both identifying 

data thresholds and reoptimizing the index sets. 

To illustrate this problem, consider the example shown in Figure 1-1, which shows a query 

reaching a data threshold.  In this example, the Alumni and Student relations are being joined 

together on the attribute last_name.  The corresponding SQL query might be: “SELECT * 

FROM alumni a, student b WHERE a.last_name = b.last_name”. 

Initially, the alumni relation is small (10,000 rows) relative to the student relation (50,000 

rows), but grows quickly as students graduate (growth of 10,000 rows per year).  The student 
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relation is initially much larger than the alumni relation, but grows at a rate of only 1,000 rows 

per year (imagine that the school is able to accommodate a slightly larger entering class each 

year). 

When compiling the SQL query given above, let us assume that the query optimizer will 

choose to perform a nested loop join (NLJ) on the alumni and student relations.  One relation 

will be designated as the “inner relation” and the other as the “outer relation.”  This choice can 

be extremely significant. 

The NLJ algorithm scans each tuple (row or record) in the inner relation once for each 

tuple in the outer relation.  The formula to derive the total number of rows that will be read for 

NLJ without indexes is T(outer) + [T(outer) * T(inner)] where T(x) is the number of tuples in 

relation x. 

However, the NLJ algorithm can greatly benefit if an index is present on the inner relation 

for the field being joined upon.  An index is a data structure consisting of an ordered subset of 

fields of a given relation, designed to speed up operations that fetch records from the relation.  A 

typical database index is maintained as a B-tree data structure in which the leaf nodes contain 

pointers to records of the indexed relation.  Rather than scan the entire inner relation for each 

row in the outer relation, NLJ can utilize an appropriate index to find matching records.  The 

formula for NLJ utilizing an appropriate index on the inner relation becomes approximately 

T(outer) + [T(outer) * 4]. 

Because the index is being utilized, only four index pages need to be examined rather than 

scanning the entire inner relation for matching records (four is a good approximation of the 

number of levels in a typical B-Tree index).  As a result, the presence of an appropriate index can 

result in a huge (i.e., orders of magnitude) performance improvement.  In addition, the choice of 
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inner and outer relation becomes more significant.  It is optimal to choose the largest relation as 

the inner relation because the cost associated with scanning it is virtually negated by the presence 

of the index. 

The initial optimal index set for the query is a single index on the last_name attribute of the 

student relation.  The optimal access plan is to perform a nested loop join with student as the 

inner relation and alumni as the outer relation.  However, as time progresses, the alumni relation 

grows at a much faster rate relative to the student relation. 

After approximately four and a half years, a data threshold is encountered when the alumni 

relation becomes larger than the student relation.  After this point, the previous access plan and 

index set become suboptimal.  The new optimal index set is a single index on the last_name 

attribute on the alumni relation.  The optimal access plan is to perform a nested loop join with 

alumni as the inner relation and student as the outer relation.  The amount of improvement per 

execution of this query that could be realized by implementing this change will continue to grow 

with time.  Figure 1-2 shows the number of rows scanned per query execution over time for both 

index set options.  The point at which the two lines intersect represents the data threshold. 

Traditionally it has been the role of database administrators (DBAs) to identify these 

situations and develop new indexes.  Maintaining the manpower required to perform this task is 

expensive and is commonly the largest contributor to TCO for a database system. 

Efforts to make database systems more autonomic include elements for automating 

maintenance activities, monitoring and policing workloads, autonomically tuning bufferpool and 

other memory sizes, as well as autonomic disk management and optimization.  Tools have also 

been developed to tune SQL statements and workloads.  Given a statement or workload input 

from a DBA, these tools will return an optimal, or near optimal set of indexes for running the 
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workload.  More recently, research effort has been spent to completely eliminate the need for any 

human interaction using these tools.  Autonomic index tuners monitor the SQL as it executes in 

the database and, when necessary, adjust the index set, attempting to maintain an optimal 

configuration.  

The need to make database systems more autonomic has been recognized by the major 

database vendors.  IBM’s SMART project and Microsoft’s AutoAdmin research group are both 

initiatives by major database management system vendors dedicated to realizing the vision of 

autonomic database systems. 

IBM’s SMART project is focused on the creation of LEO, a learning optimizer, that 

refines statistics gathering based on feedback (sizes of actual vs. predicted results) from queries 

as they are executed [4-8].  The group also focuses on improving the DB2 Design Advisor, a tool 

for automating the database physical design process.  The DB2 Design Advisor is capable of 

providing recommendations for auxiliary data structures, like indexes and materialized query 

tables (MQTs), which will optimize the execution of a given workload.  The SMART group 

works to improve this tool and strives to make it a fully autonomic solution that can adapt to 

changes in the DB system rather than a batch-oriented or manually invoked tool [9-11]. 

Microsoft’s AutoAdmin project is a research group focused on automating the physical 

design of databases and refining/automating statistics collection.  For example, work [12-17] has 

been done by this group to automate index selection and workload tuning. 

In addition, the AutoAdmin project introduced virtual indexes and proposed they be used 

as workload tuning instruments [18].  Virtual indexes are indexes introduced into the system 

catalog of the database system that are never actually materialized onto disk.  They can be used 

by the database optimizer to create the query execution plans that would be executed if the 
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virtual indexes were materialized.  Virtual indexes are a very useful tool for estimating the 

impact of candidate index sets because they allow for the exploration of hypothetical 

configurations, bypassing the time and load on the database system that would otherwise be 

required to materialize and evaluate candidate tuning solutions.  The ability to create and utilize 

virtual indexes for workload tuning is now a feature in Oracle, DB2, and MS SQL Server. 

We propose an extension to the virtual index concept leveraged by the majority of 

autonomic tuning tools found in the prior art.  Previously, virtual indexes and query analysis 

tools have been restricted to providing tuning recommendations only for the size and distribution 

of data currently housed in the database system.  Thus, such tools were forced to give reactive 

tuning recommendations, only providing recommendations for processes that were currently 

suboptimal.  We outline the creation of a Metadata Analysis and Edge Detection Agent 

(MAEDA), which will allow queries and virtual indexes to be evaluated under predicted future 

values of data sizes and distributions.  The MAEDA architecture will enable autonomic tools to 

proactively tune processes and queries.  Additionally, we provide evidence that the process we 

have developed for forecasting future query cost and behavior stands on its own as a user-space 

tool for predicting the bounds of future query costs and examining the scaling of workloads with 

respect to time.  We will show that MAEDA can reduce TCO of database systems by providing a 

significant improvement to the current query tuning paradigm.  

This dissertation is organized as follows.  Chapter 2 provides a brief overview of database 

concepts essential to the MAEDA architecture, including cost based query optimization, the role 

database statistics, and a discussion of the various ways indexes may be used in optimizing SQL 

queries.  Next, an overview of the field of autonomic computing is presented, emphasizing 
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developments in database systems.  Prior research into autonomic index tuning systems is 

discussed, and previously proposed autonomic index tuning architectures are examined. 

Chapter 3 presents a blueprint of the MAEDA architecture along with a discussion of what 

makes it unique and distinct from the systems that have been previously discussed.  Chapter 4 

discusses the various methods and algorithms used in forecasting various database statistics.  

Chapter 5 details the platform and preliminary proof of concept implementation of the 

architecture used for testing.  The testing methodology is provided and results are presented for 

both synthetic and real-world data sets.  Finally, Chapter 6 concludes with an overview of what 

the research has accomplished and offers some possible direction and areas for future work. 
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Figure 1-1.  A data threshold occurs at 4 4/9 years when the Alumni relation grows larger than 

the student relation. 

 

 

Figure 1-2.  Query performance with an index existing on the Student vs Alumni relations. 
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CHAPTER 2  
BACKGROUND AND PRIOR ART 

This chapter presents a brief overview of some of the most important database system 

concepts related to this research followed by a brief overview of the field of Autonomic 

Computing, and a discussion of prior research in Autonomic Database Tuning, focusing 

primarily on prior efforts to automate index tuning. 

Cost-Based Query Optimization 

The query optimizer and query execution engine are essential components in query 

evaluation for any SQL based relational database management system (RDBMS).  The role of 

the query execution engine is to implement a set of physical operators, which are components 

that take as input one or more data streams and produce an output data stream [19].  Examples of 

physical operators include table scan, index scan, sort-scan, nested-loop join, sort-merge join, 

and hash join.  The set and order of physical operators to be executed to satisfy a query is called 

a physical access plan.  Because the choice of physical operators is an essential part of query 

optimization, a method must exist for estimating the cost to perform each physical operator [20].  

The accuracy of these estimates depends on the accuracy and precision of table statistics stored 

in the database.  

The query optimizer takes as input a parsed representation of a SQL query (a parse tree) 

and provides as output an efficient physical query plan to be executed by the query execution 

engine [20].  The parse tree must be translated into an algebraic representation called a logical 

access plan.  The logical access plan is composed primarily of relational algebra operators from 

the “classical relational algebra” introduced by Codd in [21].  The operators of the extended 

relational algebra commonly employed are union, intersection, difference, selection, projection, 

product, join, duplicate elimination, grouping, and sorting [20]. 
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Determining a logical access plan for a query is a non-trivial task due to the fact that the 

join operator is both commutative and associative.  Consider that for a query joining n relations 

(commonly referred to as an n-way join), there are n factorial permutations of join orders [22].  

When the other algebraic operators required to solve a query are factored in, even simple queries 

may compile into a large number of logical access plans. 

The cost-based query optimization technique attempts to find the query plan that 

minimizes the estimated cost of accessing the data. The cost of a plan is primarily influenced by 

an estimation of the weighted sum of the number of disk I/Os and CPU cycles required to 

execute the query (the weighting given to disk I/O vs. CPU cycle is often a tunable parameter in 

the RDBMS). 

Statistics Gathering 

Accurate, up to date statistics are essential in determining whether or not a cost-based 

query optimizer generates accurate estimates of the sizes of intermediate and final result sets 

involved in executing a query and the processing power required to achieve them.  Statistics are 

typically gathered from the database during frequent, regularly scheduled maintenance periods.  

The accuracy and quality of these statistics is tunable on a per relation (and in certain instances, 

per index) basis, as is the frequency of collection. 

Table 2-1 lists some important statistics used in cost based calculations.  The most basic 

statistic that can be collected is the cardinality of the relation, T(R).  Knowing the size of a 

relation is extremely important in estimating the sizes of intermediate relations and determining 

join order.  However, much more accurate estimates can be obtained by collecting more detailed 

statistics. 

A further level of detail can be obtained by collecting statistics on the attributes of a 

relation.  These statistics allow the optimizer to produce better estimates when projecting or 
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joining portions of data from relations based on the values for specific attributes.  V(R, a) is a 

basic column level statistic.  By assuming an even distribution of data in the relation and 

computing T(R) / V(R, a), the compiler can produce much more accurate estimates than with 

T(R) alone. 

Because data is not often evenly distributed across a relation, even more accurate estimates 

can be obtained by measuring the distribution of data.   In particular, this can prove beneficial 

when collected on the attributes of a relation often used to filter a projection or join to other 

relations.  While the best estimates will be obtained by measuring the frequency with which each 

value occurs in an attribute, for attributes with high V(R, a), it becomes ineffective to maintain 

that level of detail (i.e., the data must be collected, stored, and maintained as well as analyzed 

during query compilation). 

Instead, histograms are used to estimate the distribution.  Equal height histograms, or 

percentiles, are commonly computed statistics in database management systems.  To compute an 

equal height histogram for a distribution, pick some fraction, p, which represents the number of 

percentile divisions to be computed.  For example, if when p = 4, the data would be divided into 

quartiles.  They can be calculated via the following procedure: list the lowest value for attribute 

a, then the value p from the lowest, 2p from the lowest, etc, continuing to the highest value in the 

distribution. 

Another commonly used form of histogram is to capture the most frequently occurring 

values for an attribute.  A list of the top n most frequently occurring values is compiled, along 

with the number of occurrences of each.  In addition, the number of occurrences for all other 

values not in the list is also noted. 
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Histograms greatly increase the accuracy of estimates for the resulting size of join 

operations, especially in the case when both tables are joined on most frequent values.  In the 

best case, if both relations are joining on a value that is a most frequent occurrence, and the 

statistics gathered are up to date, the size of the result of the join can be calculated exactly.  To 

save space and reduce the maintenance time required to collect statistics, most DBMSs provide 

the option to collect distributions only on key and indexed columns [20]. 

The quality (depth) and accuracy of gathered statistics are an essential factor in 

determining the accuracy of calculations in cost-based optimization.  Estimations of number of 

disk I/O’s commonly take into account the following factors [20]: 

• The logical operators that are chosen to implement the query. 

• The physical operators chosen to implement the logical operators (i.e., choosing between a 
nested loop join and a merge join). 

• An estimation of the size of the various intermediate relations involved in executing the plan. 

• The ordering of the plan’s operations, especially the ordering of joins. 

• The ability to pipeline through operations.  Intermediate relations must be stored on disk only 
when a sort is required as the next step in the access plan.  Otherwise, tuples can be 
materialized one by one and sent to the next step in the plan. 

• The existence of useful indexes that can reduce or eliminate the size of sorts and the amount 
of full table access to the relation. 

System-R’s Contribution to Cost-Based Optimization 

The System-R project [22] greatly enhanced the field of query optimization in relational 

database systems.  One significant contribution resulted from the way System-R determines the 

order of n-way joins.  A cost model estimates the size and execution cost (CPU + I/O cost) of the 

final and intermediate output streams (the output stream from each operator in the physical plan).  

The cost model relies on the set of statistics that has been gathered, formulas to compute 

estimated selectivity for each logical operator, and formulas which compute estimated execution 
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cost for physical operators (taking into account the statistics available for relations and indexes 

as well as the order of the incoming data stream) [19]. 

Join order is determined through a dynamic programming based approach.  This is made 

possible by assuming the optimal plan for processing k joins can be determined by considering 

only the optimal subplans that process k-1 joins [22].  This approach is capable of running in 

O(n2n-1) vs. O(n!) required by the naïve approach [19].  

One of the join algorithms typically considered by query optimizers is the merge join.  The 

merge join algorithm first sorts the two relations being joined into join predicate order.  Then, 

with a synchronized scan, the two relations are merged, thus completing the join.  If any of the 

relations being joined are already in order by the join predicate, the sort step can be avoided.  

Skipping the sort step greatly enhances the efficiency of merge join.  Consider a 3-way join.  The 

intermediate relation produced by the cheapest method of joining relations A and B may not be 

the optimal relation to join with C because the ordering of the intermediate relation may require a 

sort step to complete a merge join (subsequently, the resulting access plan for the query may be 

suboptimal).  

This fact gives way to the concept of interesting orders, which was also introduced with 

System R, which acts as an exception to the dynamic programming technique discussed above.  

All join columns specified in a query (and also the orderings specified by the “ORDER BY” or 

“GROUP BY” clause of a query) constitute an interesting order.  The dynamic programming 

technique is modified by not necessarily pruning suboptimal intermediate results from the search 

space if they satisfy an interesting order.  To reduce the search space, equivalence classes are 

computed for interesting orders.  For example, a query joining on A.ID = B.ID and B.ID = C.ID, 

would result in A.ID, B.ID, and C.ID all belonging to the same equivalence class.  Optimal 
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intermediate results satisfying each order equivalence class continue in the algorithm unpruned 

[23]. 

The Role of Indexes in Query Optimization 

Indexes play a critical role in influencing the query plan chosen by the optimizer.  A 

secondary index is a relation, maintained in some sorted order.  It contains a subset of the 

attributes contained in the relation it is indexing and one additional attribute, a pointer to the 

indexed record.  Primary indexes represent a subset of the set of secondary indexes.  A primary 

index has all the properties of a secondary index and, additionally, dictates the physical ordering 

of the indexed relation on the disk.  It is also referred to as the “clustering index” because the 

DBMS attempts to maintain the physical ordering of newly inserted and updated data in this 

index’s order on disk [24]. 

A relation can have at most one primary index while the number of secondary indexes is 

theoretically limited only by the number of permutations of logical orderings of combinations of 

attributes on the indexed relation.  DBMSs also commonly include a utility to reorganize the 

tables back into primary index order once they have become fragmented on the disk [24]. 

Proper indexes can reduce the number of sort operations required to materialize a relation.  

The presence of properly sorted indexes also allows the optimizer to consider using a merge join 

instead of a nested loop join to join two relations.  If one or both of the relations already have an 

index in a desired order, an additional sort step is not required to execute a merge join.   

Eliminating the sort step required to perform a merge join not only reduces the cost of 

performing the join, but also allows it to be pipelined.  Pipelining in a database query refers to 

passing tuples from one physical operator to the next as soon as they are processed.  An operator 

that blocks the pipeline must materialize all the tuples to memory or disk before they are passed 

along to the next operation.  Pipelineability is a trait that is inherent to the nested loop join 
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algorithm, but not necessarily the merge join algorithm.  It is a desirable trait in processing 

queries not only because it avoids the need to materialize intermediate relations, but also because 

if an entire query is pipelined, it can begin returning results to the user long before the query has 

finished processing. 

In addition to enabling merge joins to be more cheaply used in query plans by ordering the 

relation, indexes can greatly decrease the cost of performing a nested loop join.  The naïve 

implementation of the nested loop join algorithm scans each tuple in the inner relation once for 

each tuple in the outer relation.  This makes the cost of the naïve implementation [T(inner) * 

T(outer)] + T(outer).   

Indexing the attributes being joined in the inner relation of a nested loop join reduces the 

number of rows examined when performing the join to [Cost of index lookup(inner) * T(outer)] 

+ T(outer).  The cost to look up an indexed tuple is roughly equal to the number of levels of the 

B-tree composing the index.  B-tree indexes in database systems rarely exceed four levels.  For 

example, an index of five attributes on a twenty million row table can efficiently be stored in a 

four level b-tree index.  The choice of inner and outer relation has a large effect on the cost of the 

algorithm and is determined at compile time.  Utilizing indexes in nested loop joins commonly 

results in performance gains of an order of magnitude or more, giving the nested loop join the 

potential to be the most efficient join algorithm in the optimizer’s arsenal. 

For example, consider joining 2 relations, A and B.  Let T(A) = 100,000 and T(B) = 

10,000.  Optimally A would be chosen as the inner relation and B as the outer.  If no suitable 

index exists on A, the rows examined when performing a nested loop join using the formula 

above is [100,000 * 10,000] + 10,000 = 1,000,010,000.  However, if a suitable 4 level index 
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exists on A, the calculation becomes [4 * 10,000] + 10,000 = 50,000.  This represents an 

improvement of 20,000, or 5 orders of magnitude.   

Imagine now that there is no suitable index on A, but one does exists on B.  Using B as the 

inner relation, and A as the outer, the calculation would be [4 * 100,000] + 100,000 = 500,000.  

While this cost is 10 times greater than the optimal case (where the index exists on A), it still 

represents an improvement of 2,000 times over the worst case scenario where no index is present 

at all. 

Often, accessing an index provides enough information that subsequent accesses to the 

underlying table are unnecessary.  If an index includes all the attributes needed to solve the 

query, including all attributes being projected from a relation, it is not necessary to follow 

pointers from indexed records to the relation to satisfy the query. 

For example, imagine the query “SELECT name, age FROM student WHERE age > 30”.  

A single attribute index on age alone would provide a means for quickly identifying which 

records matched the criteria in the WHERE clause.  However, accessing the student table 

(chasing pointers from the index to the table itself) is necessary in solving this query because the 

name attribute is being projected.   If name had been included as a second attribute of the index 

on age, optimally the index is all that would be required to fully satisfy the query.  This 

technique can also be used to reduce the total amount of disk access required to perform a nested 

loop join since the index pointers never need to be followed. When possible, scanning indexes 

instead of the actual relations is nearly always more cost efficient since the physical size of the 

index is often significantly smaller than the relation itself. 

Because the primary index determines the ordering of records on the disk, updates to 

primary index fields carry an increased cost over updates to secondary index fields because 
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whenever the ordering of a record within the primary index changes, the same change in ordering 

needs to be reflected in the underlying relation.  Therefore, all secondary indexes for the relation 

must also be updated to point to the tuple’s new physical location on disk. 

The cost to update the primary index is related to the cost to update all other indexes on the 

relation.  On the other hand, the cost to update a secondary index is independent of all other 

existing indexes [25]. 

The Index Selection Problem 

The Index Selection Problem is the problem of computing an optimal set of indexes for a 

workload that will fit inside a finite amount of space.  The problem is defined more formally in 

[26] as follows: 

We are given m queries, say Q1, …, Qm, along with n candidate indexes, say F1, …, Fn.  
Each index Fj has an associated maintenance cost, cj, and requires dj memory units to be 
stored.  Each query Qi can access the DB data by utilizing at most one index, the 
corresponding execution cost being ui if no index is used, or γij if index Fj is utilized.  Let 
𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∶= max�0,𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 −  𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 � be the gain  for using index Fj for query Qi.  ISP then consists of 
selecting a subset 𝑆𝑆∗  ⊆  {1, … ,𝑛𝑛} (where j ∈ S* means that index Fj has to be constructed 
and stored) such that ∑ j ∈ S* dj does not exceed a given bound D on the memory available 
for the indexes.  The objective is the minimization of the overall cost for answering all the 
queries, computed as∑ min�𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 , min𝑖𝑖 ∈𝑆𝑆∗𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 � + ∑ 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖∈𝑆𝑆∗

𝑚𝑚
𝑖𝑖=1 , or equivalently the 

maximization of the net gain, ∑ max�𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 : 𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝑆∗� − ∑ 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖∈𝑆𝑆∗
𝑚𝑚
𝑖𝑖=1 . [26] (pp. 957) 

Comer defines the optimum index selection problem (OISP) in a simplified manner to 

prove that the problem is NP-complete.  He defines OISP as “Given: A file F with n records and 

k attributes, and an integer p.  Question: Does there exist an indexing set for F with size no more 

than p?” [27] (pp. 442) 

Using this definition, he offers a reduction from SAT3 (which is shown to be NP-complete 

in [28]) to OISP.  He also proves that when the OISP is modified to include a value function (for 

example, attaching a weight or probability to each attribute) that any solution to the modified 
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version can be used to solve OISP.  Therefore, it follows that more complicated formulations of 

the ISP will remain NP-complete. 

The problem is, in fact, more complicated than any of the definitions discussed thus far.  

This is because, in modern database management systems, it is possible for each query to access 

multiple indexes on each relation.  In addition, one must consider the fact that each relation can 

have only one clustering index, but may include many secondary indexes.  A primary (clustered) 

index on a relation could possibly provide a much greater cost reduction for any given query than 

an identical secondary index.   

When considering the possibility of primary and secondary indexes on a relation, the naïve 

solution explores the entire search space of possible index sets, which is  

∏ (𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖2𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖−1 + 2𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖)𝑟𝑟
𝑖𝑖=1  (2-1) 

where ni is the number of attributes in the i-th relation and r is the number of relations in the 

workload [25].  This search space quickly becomes unmanageable, for even moderately sized 

workloads. 

Choenni shows in [29] that for approximating the best set of primary and secondary 

indexes for a workload, research is roughly split between two approaches:  an optimizer based 

approach and a knowledge based approach.  The optimizer based approach relies on information 

obtained from the DBMS’s optimizer to arrive at a set of indexes while the knowledge based 

approach relies on translating the knowledge of experts into heuristics. 

The optimizer based approach has the advantage of adapting automatically to changes 

made to the optimizer, but the disadvantage of growing in complexity along with the optimizer.  

This makes it an excellent choice for simple optimizers, but not as feasible for more complex 

ones.  Complexity can be managed using the heuristic approach (the problem of finding a 
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candidate index set is only as complex as the heuristics).  The disadvantage of the heuristic 

approach is that it is unknown whether or not a derived solution set of indexes will be fully 

utilized by the optimizer. 

Choenni proposes a hybrid of the optimizer and knowledge based approaches.  Candidate 

index set solutions are derived from a set of heuristics.  These solutions are then evaluated 

against the optimizer to determine their efficiency.  This approach circumvents the complexities 

of the optimizer based approach while still retaining the advantage that solutions are validated by 

the optimizer.  However, candidate solution sets are still only as effective as the heuristics used 

to generate them.  These heuristics will need to be revised over time to reflect changes made to 

the query optimizer.  The reader is referred to [26] for more detailed discussion of algorithms for 

approximating solutions to ISP. 

Virtual Indexes 

Chaudhuri, in [18], proposed the idea that DBAs should be able to specify hypothetical, 

“what-if” indexes (also commonly referred to as virtual indexes) and analyze their impact upon a 

statement or set of statements.  Virtual indexes are indexes about which statistics are added to the 

system catalog, but which are never materialized to disk.   

The result of doing this is that, while the virtual index cannot be used to solve any queries, 

they can be used in the same manner as traditional indexes by the query optimizer in generating 

query plans.  By utilizing virtual indexes the query optimizer can compile queries as if the 

indexes have actually been added to the system.  The resulting access plans can then be inspected 

to analyze the effect of adding a particular index. 

Virtual indexes have allowed for greatly advanced techniques in index selection tools.  

They provide a simple mechanism with which candidate indexes may be tested against the 

DBMS query optimizer.  This eliminates the need for “guess-work” in determining which 
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candidate indexes will be utilized by the optimizer when compiling a query while additionally 

providing a good estimation of an indexes cost benefit to a particular query (by analyzing the 

query plan and cost estimates provided by the optimizer). 

The creation of virtual indexes is possible within the database systems offered by major 

commercial vendors including Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, and IBM DB2.  Tools have been 

developed to utilize this feature to analyze index coverage on the database’s workload.  Tools 

also make use of virtual indexes to suggest possible indexes that can be created to tune queries or 

sets of queries and analyze the impact of creating these indexes. 

Autonomic Computing 

The goal of IT in business is to improve the quality of delivered services while reducing 

the cost to provide such services.  The rapid increase of computing power (Moore’s Law) has 

been well exploited by software development teams, creating IT applications (and hence IT 

infrastructures) that are ever more complex and sophisticated.  These infrastructures require an 

ever growing number of highly skilled IT professionals to administer them.  Worse yet, the 

increasing complexity of the application environments and sheer number of applications 

available require IT professionals who are trained to administer specific applications and have 

highly specialized skill sets [2].     

Unfortunately, IT professionals are not subject to Moore’s Law.  Because human 

intervention remains a critical factor in enhancing performance and capacity of components in an 

IT system, increasing the complexity of an IT infrastructure requires hiring a larger number of IT 

administrators with increasingly complex levels of expertise.  Increasing the complexity of IT 

environments increases the chance of system deployment failures, hardware and software issues, 

and human error hampering productivity. 
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Autonomic computing systems are systems that can manage themselves given only high-

level objectives from administrators.  The term comes from the autonomic nervous system – the 

system in our body that governs routine, yet vital, functions like heart rate and body temperature, 

leaving the conscious brain free to deal with higher-level decision making.  Autonomic 

computing is the field of “using technology to manage technology,” much in the same way the 

autonomic nervous systems governs bodily functions [30]. 

According to IBM’s vision for autonomic systems [2], a fully autonomic IT infrastructure 

should consist of four main automated functionalities: 

• Self-configuring – Human interaction in configuring the system should be limited to setting 
high-level policies.  The rest of the system should adjust automatically without requiring any 
further human interaction. 

• Self-optimizing – The system and its components should continually seek to improve their 
own performance and efficiency. 

• Self-healing – The system should automatically detect, diagnose, and, if possible, repair or 
compensate for hardware and software problems within the system. 

• Self-protecting – The system should automatically defend against malicious attacks or 
cascading failures.  Monitoring should proactively anticipate and prevent system-wide 
failures.   

A system component capable of automatically performing each of these functionalities can 

be fully automated with respect to the common day-to-day tasks performed by IT administrators 

[31].  IBM offers a blueprint for building such an IT architecture in [30]. 

Autonomic Computing in Databases 

The goal of autonomic computing in databases is to reduce the Total Cost of Ownership 

(TCO) of DBMSs by minimizing the skill level and amount of time required by humans to 

maintain the database [32].  A 1998 study by the Aberdeen Group found that a 5-year, 25-user 

implementation of a leading industrial DBMS incurred 81% of TCO in human skills for training, 

maintenance, and implementation.  Another study performed by D.H. Brown compares the TCO 
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between two major, commercial database systems, Oracle and DB2.  In both cases, the cost to 

build and maintain the system was higher than the cost for licensing and support [33]. 

Database administrators incur a large variety of responsibilities during the life cycle of a 

DBMS ranging from determining storage and performance requirements in the planning stage to 

analyzing growth history and query tuning once the system has reached the production stage. 

Some form of database monitoring capability is required to implement most forms of 

autonomic computing in the database.  Database monitoring is defined in [16] (pp. 473) as “the 

ability to observe the values of system counters that describe the system’s state, e.g. execution 

time of a query, locks held, CPU/memory usage.”  Most modern database systems in use today 

include some mechanism to record and report these values.  The next step in the progression 

towards a completely autonomic system is automated monitoring, which is defined as “the ability 

to evaluate conditions over these counters and take actions on them” [16] (pp. 473).   

Examples of autonomic computing in databases that are currently in use today include 

query monitors like the “Query Patroller” found in DB2 UDB, which uses the database’s query 

explain feature to examine the estimated costs of executing all SQL statements that are sent to 

the database.  If the estimated cost to execute a query exceeds a certain threshold defined by the 

DBA for the user’s profile, the query is cancelled, scheduled to run at a later time, or held for 

manual intervention by an administrator.  Query Patroller takes into account various monitored 

values like the number of queries currently executing, the cost of all queries currently executing, 

individual user priorities, and the number of queries currently executing for the user or user’s 

group. 

The Design Advisor found in DB2 is an autonomic physical database tuning wizard.  This 

system has the ability to recommend indexes for tables based on one or more SQL statements 
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that comprise a workload supplied by the user.  It enumerates hypothetical indexes on attributes 

from various combinations of the following sets: “interesting orders” of the relations, columns 

that appear in equal predicates when joining tables, columns that are referenced by range 

predicates, all sargable attributes except those involved in nested subqueries and large objects, 

and any other remaining attributes referenced by the query.  Similar tuning advisors exist for 

Microsoft SQL Server [17] and Oracle [34]. 

The query compiler is then invoked on the hypothetical indexes to determine which ones 

will actually be used in executing the query.  The virtual indexes which are used by the compiler 

are reported back to user along with an estimate of the size required to materialize the indexes 

that will be useful, and an estimate of the cost benefit derived from the new indexes [35].  IBM 

has more recently extended Design Advisor to additionally recommend materialized query tables 

(MQTs) [10], partitioning strategies, and multi-dimensional clustering tables (MDCs) [11]. 

Autonomic Database Workflow Monitoring and Tuning 

Autonomic database workload tuning processes rely on monitoring the stream of queries as 

they execute in the database and the results of that execution.  The ideal system tunes the 

database’s workload and keeps it tuned as new queries/tables are added and the data distribution 

and size of the relations in the database change during the life of the system. 

The workflow of a typical autonomic tuning architecture is represented graphically in 

Figure 2-1.  Much of the previously proposed work fits into this framework.  These architectures 

can be generalized as follows: 

As incoming SQL statements are executed in the system, the tuning architecture intercepts 

and analyzes them to determine what indexes it is currently utilizing, and what the optimal index 

set is for that statement.  In more modern architectures, often this analysis is performed by 

vendor supplied database tools or via direct calls to the optimizer and query compiler.   
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A cost/benefit analysis is performed, weighing the benefit of creating and using the 

optimal index set over keeping the currently used set against the cost of doing so.  The cost in 

time and processing power required to drop and build the indexes, cost of extra disk space being 

used, and/or update and maintenance costs of the new index are among the factors that may be 

considered.  If the analysis determines that indexes should be dropped or built, that action is 

performed.  Finally, a repository of statistical information (perhaps tracking the utilization and 

benefit of indexes created, or performance of SQL executing) is updated and the process is 

repeated for the next incoming statement. 

The remainder of this chapter presents an overview and analysis of specific, previously 

proposed methods and architectures for autonomic index tuning. 

Prior Research in Autonomic Physical Tuning Architectures 

The system described in [36] and [37] proposes using a layered agent, called the “Benefits 

Agent,” to monitor the system and create and destroy indexes as needed.  The layered agent 

interacts with the database through four stages: 

• Information Retrieval – The cost and access plan, including the index usage information, is 
retrieved for every SQL statement executed. 

• Situation Evaluation – The agent updates its beliefs about the statement currently being 
processed. 

• Possible Alterations Enumeration – Heuristics are applied to enumerate hypothetical index 
designs and evaluate the fitness of new candidate indexes. 

• Alterations Accomplishment – Indexes are created or destroyed as necessary. 

This method is statement centric.  As statements are executed, their performance is 

compared against an expected performance assumption.  If the observed performance does not 

meet expectations, the tuning process is initiated. 
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The Glue-Nail system [38] is a further example of a statement centric real-time query 

optimization system.  However, rather than using a middleware approach, Glue-Nail achieves 

run-time index management within the optimizer itself.  

At compile time, the optimizer decides an access method for each relation in a query 

without utilizing any knowledge of existing indexes in the system.  If the optimizer determines 

that index access is beneficial to a table scan and that index does not exist, it is built before the 

query is run.   

The Glue-Nail system relies on the assumption that, lacking an estimate of future 

workload, the best way to consider the cost of creating an index that does not already exist is to 

ignore the cost because we have no way of knowing what other queries coming later in the 

workload may benefit.  The cost of creating an index that may be used only once is less than the 

penalty for not creating an index that could have been used multiple times in the future. 

When the time comes to maintain indexes through operations such as inserts, updates, and 

deletes, the optimizer must make a decision whether or not to keep the indexes.  Indexes are 

dropped instead of maintained when a data-flow analysis derived at compile-time determines that 

the index has no more potential uses.   

Sattler describes an index centric approach in [39] and [40] in which a middleware 

architecture is used for on-the-fly index creation.  Utilizing DB2 UDB’s virtual indexes and 

index analysis utility, the architecture extends the design time approach offered by the DB2 UDB 

Design Advisor into a dynamic, continually running solution. 

As queries are executed, current execution costs are compared to estimated execution costs 

resulting from an automated attempt to find an optimal index set for the query (in this case, the 

output of the Design Advisor).  A “profit value” is computed by subtracting the cost of running 
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the SQL statements using the current index set from the estimated cost of running the SQL 

statements using the index set computed by Design Advisor.  Every index involved in the design 

advisor’s index set is assigned a portion of the computed profit.  A repository, which is updated 

for every executed SQL statement, records the profit statistics for all virtual and currently 

materialized indexes. 

As SQL statements are executed, profit statistics are continually updated.  The architecture 

attempts to optimize the index set for the currently running workload utilizing the assumption 

that currently running queries will best represent queries running in the near future.  Indexes 

which are not utilized by the currently running workload are subjected to a decay algorithm.  As 

an underutilized index’s profits decay, they are slowly replaced by new, more profitable indexes 

maintaining an index pool that contains only the locally most profitable indexes in the limited 

space available.   

Results of testing this system show that it does not beat the performance of using the DB2 

index advisor utility if the whole workload is known in advance.  However, this approach 

produces better results than the index advisor when used in more dynamic environments where 

queries are less predictable or when the workload is not known prior to invoking the index 

advisor.  

Bruno and Chaudhuri present a technique for evaluating candidate indexes during query 

compilation in [15].  This research is founded on the realization that candidate index structures 

will only provide a benefit to query performance if they are exploited by the optimizer once they 

are materialized to disk.  Because of this, tuning is best done using the DBMS’s cost model as 

opposed to using an external tool with separately coded heuristics.   
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During compile time, the optimizer is exploited by presenting it with optimum choices of 

physical structures at each step of execution.  Candidate index sets are determined by which 

structures are selected during compile time.  The fact that a hypothetical configuration is selected 

during compile time yields a large degree of confidence that that configuration will be exploited 

during subsequent executions of the same or similar queries once it has been materialized to disk.  

This process is repeated until a candidate set of indexes is found that meet any space constraints 

imposed on the system.  During each repetition, the candidate physical structures are “relaxed” 

slightly, meaning that the optimizer is presented with slightly less optimal (yet slightly less space 

intensive) subsets of indexes to choose from until space constraints are met. 

The system described above is further improved in [12] and [41].  A tight upper bound for 

performance improvement is determined by continually computing locally optimum execution 

plans during query compilation.  Locally optimum execution plans are optimum subplans of the 

actual query plan computed by the optimizer.  The advantage to computing locally optimum 

subplans as opposed to the actual optimum plan for the query is that the former is less resource 

intensive in that it does not require recompilation of the query.  Thus, a tight upper bound is 

computed, guaranteeing a minimum benefit that can be achieved by activating a tuning process. 

Schnaitter and Abiteboul’s autonomic database tuning system, COLT, implements a novel 

technique for reducing the system’s computational requirements [42].  COLT is implemented in 

PostgreSQL and makes heavy use of hypothetical indexes to compute tuning recommendations.  

In this implementation, hypothetical indexes are evaluated only during the compilation time of 

actively executing queries. 

Realizing that analyzing hypothetical index configurations is expensive, the number of 

“what-if” queries is budgeted in this system.  A “query profiling strategy” is introduced to 
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determine which hypothetical configurations are considered.  This strategy is largely based on 

whether or not the query currently executing has been executed recently and how similar the 

selection predicates are to those recently seen. 

Using these factors, a degree of certainty is computed with regards to how well the system 

can estimate performance gains for various hypothetical indexes.  Because the self-tuning 

module can more confidently guess the degree of performance improvement that will be gained 

for a query if it has evaluated similar queries in the past, these queries are given a lower priority 

for running “what-if” queries.  This method gives a greater probability to evaluating indexes for 

which the amount of gain that can be achieved is most uncertain. 

The method described in [14] treats the database workload as an ordered sequence rather 

than just a simple collection of queries.  The observation is made that many workloads have 

detectable patterns of query (i.e., select) vs. insert and update activity.  For example, many 

database tables are queried during the day and updated or loaded at night in a batch process.  

Given a pattern of activity such as this, it may be more efficient to drop the indexes on a table 

before it is updated or loaded at night and then rebuild them before the select activity resumes 

during the day. 

The problem of tuning the workload as a sequence can be modeled as finding the shortest 

path over a directed acyclic graph.  Among the possible solutions discussed, using a greedy 

heuristic scales the best for large workloads.  A solution is represented as a series of create/drop 

index statements placed throughout the workload. 

An additional advantage of dropping and rebuilding indexes is that it presents an 

opportunity to analyze queries dependent on tables for which indexes are being rebuilt and to 

possibly change the index being rebuilt to account for growth or changes in data distribution in 
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the underlying relation.  However, a disadvantage of the “workload as a sequence” method is 

that the query workload running on a database is often composed of multiple independently 

executed processes that may rely on the same relations.  It may be impossible to determine when 

these processes may be executed relative to each other.   

Imagine two independent processes, A and B, are running which rely on the same tables.  

Process A does a significant amount of updates and inserts while process B performs a large 

number of select statements.  Process A runs optimally with no indexes on the underlying tables 

whereas process B could make full use of the indexes.   

Situations such as the one described above would not be uncommon in many large scale 

database systems.  Tuning the workload as a sequence under these circumstances is a more 

difficult problem to model.  An optimal solution may require an underlying business knowledge 

of the data flow within the system. 

In this chapter, we have discussed the theory and basic concepts behind query compilation, 

the index selection problem, and the methods used to automate the process of index selection.  

The latter half of this chapter has presented an overview of the prior work done in autonomic 

index recommendation systems.  The next chapter presents an overview and blueprint of the 

autonomic tuning architecture we have developed along with a discussion of its unique and 

innovative features when compared to the prior art. 
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Table 2-1.  Statistics used in cost-based calculations. 
Value Description 
T(R) # of tuples in relation R 
V(R, a) # of different values in relation R for attribute a. 
B(R) The minimum # of blocks in which R can fit 
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Figure 2-1.  A typical autonomic index tuning architecture 
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CHAPTER 3  
A MODEL FOR FORECASTING FUTURE QUERY BEHAVIOR 

This chapter presents an overview of a method for forecasting the behavior, estimated cost, 

and index utilization of a query workload utilizing data threshold detection, followed by a 

blueprint of the architecture for a preliminary implementation.  The chapter concludes with a 

discussion of the algorithms used for an extension of autonomic query tuning using virtual 

indexes and our future optimal index detection method. 

Motivation 

The majority of the prior research produced in autonomic tuning architectures relies 

heavily on the use of virtual indexes (the concept of predicting the effectiveness of an alternative 

index configuration without actually materializing the alternate configuration to disk).  In 

addition, virtual indexes are utilized extensively in the user space by developers and DBAs in 

conjunction with various manual analysis and tuning tools. 

Currently, virtual indexes are limited in the sense that they can only be utilized to make 

recommendations for the current size and distribution of data in the database.  We propose to 

extend the concept of virtual index analysis by removing this limitation.  The method we have 

developed allows for the evaluation of query cost and behavior when presented with any 

combination of existing (currently materialized) or hypothetical (virtual) indexes for future time 

periods and distributions of data.  The capability to view query plans and optimal index 

recommendations for future time periods can be leveraged in numerous ways.   

As an extension to user space tools, it could provide DBAs with an analysis of future 

optimum index sets.  Currently, when tuning a query, the virtual index analysis tool will provide 

the DBA sufficient information to predict the execution cost of running the query being tuned 

given the optimum index configuration (or a user specified configuration).  This provides the 
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DBA with enough knowledge to calculate the cost benefit of executing the query with the current 

index set versus the proposed index set.  However, the DBA is limited to calculations only for 

the present time frame.  The optimum index set calculated on the current database configuration 

may not be optimal a week or a month in the future.  Furthermore, the DBA has no knowledge of 

how performance of the new index set will scale with time.  This knowledge could be invaluable 

in making tuning decisions.   

As a related example, consider a new process being developed for a database system.  

Development processes can often span a period of many months before the developed queries are 

run on a production database server.  As a result, query tuning and query development is often 

limited in scope to knowledge of the current size and distribution of data in the database.  Even if 

developers know that the size of relations and distributions of data will grow significantly before 

their queries are run on the production server, they are largely limited to guessing how their 

queries will behave on the larger data.   

If a tool incorporating the proposed virtual index extension were available, this would no 

longer be a problem.  Such a tool could predict query execution costs at the time when the 

process goes into production and possibly much further in the future.  This could potentially save 

on development and maintenance costs and prevent processes from having to be redeveloped in 

the future. 

Consider the following example:  A new process is being developed, which contains a 

query that executes ten thousand times in an inner loop.  Such queries are not uncommon in 

database processes and are often the source of trouble.  This query must be carefully optimized.  

Consider that the query currently executes in one tenth of a second.  In aggregate, that query 

would account for slightly more than fifteen minutes of the process’s overall running time.  
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Suppose that six months from now, the data had changed such that this query was now taking a 

quarter of a second to execute.  Now, in aggregate, this query is responsible for over 40 minutes 

of the overall running time.  

Clearly, if the described trend continues, something must be done to tune the query.  Three 

scenarios are possible.  In the best case, a simple change of indexes will speed the query to an 

acceptable level of performance and will scale better into the future.  In the second possible case, 

the query can be improved to an acceptable performance level through a combination of 

reindexing and query rewriting.  This scenario is more difficult, because the query itself must be 

changed, which typically requires a testing and review process.  Often queries are rewritten to 

run faster by making various assumptions about the uniqueness or properties of data in the 

underlying relations.  This carries with it a certain level of risk.  In the worst case, no 

combination of rewriting or reindexing can be found to improve the query performance.  In such 

cases, a significant reimplementation of the process is often necessary.   

A tool, which incorporates the extension to virtual indexes we describe in this dissertation, 

could have potentially prevented the scenario described above.  Had the developers and DBAs 

been able to predict the future behavior of the queries, the results could have changed the course 

of tuning or development.  Thus, such a tool fits well within the goal of autonomic utilities with a 

potential to provide a significant reduction of TCO through the benefits of the database self-

monitoring its own metadata. 

The ability to tune and recommend indexes on queries for future predicted database 

configurations could also be incorporated into a fully autonomic tuning platform.  The process of 

performing virtual index analysis for future database configuration involves creating a modified 

version of the database’s system catalog.  Compiling queries against this modified system 
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catalog is conceptually no different than compiling queries against the actual system catalog.  No 

differences in behavior are realized when compiling in an explain mode where queries are 

compiled and optimized, but withheld from execution.  This is the common setting used by 

tuning and analysis utilities.  Thus, the body of research in autonomic physical tuners remains 

widely applicable under our extension. 

Current autonomic tuning architectures are bound to a reactive tuning scheme, where 

optimal index sets can be discovered only after the currently optimal set has become suboptimal.  

An autonomic tuning platform incorporating the methods proposed in this dissertation would be 

able to proactively tune index sets, incorporating changes before queries ever run under a 

suboptimal configuration. 

Overview of the Forecasting Architecture 

The architecture for the tuning system we have developed (Figure 3-1), which we call the 

metadata analysis and edge detection agent (MAEDA), is split into three major components:  a 

Query Listener, a Runstats Listener, and an Information Repository (the function of these are 

discussed, in depth, later).   

MAEDA’s architecture relies on the observation that query plans produced by the query 

optimizer will remain essentially unchanged until statistics collection is performed within the 

database.  When the MAEDA architecture detects that new statistics have been collected, the 

new statistical data is harvested and MAEDA updates its predictions regarding the growth trends 

of the statistics being tracked in the database via the Runstats Listener.   

The Analysis/Simulation Engine represents a unique aspect offered by the MAEDA 

architecture when compared to the prior art.  Previously proposed architectures are reactive in 

nature.  They are designed to detect and fix inefficiencies after they have already appeared in the 

workload.  More specifically, the event that triggers the tuning system to drop/build indexes is 
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SQL running through the database relying on data distributions that have already crossed a data 

threshold. 

MAEDA, on the other hand, via the Analysis/Simulation Engine is designed to be 

proactive in nature.  The Analysis/Simulation Engine attempts to identify data thresholds before 

they are crossed.  With the growth predictions from the Runstats Listener, repeated simulations 

can be run, using custom or vendor supplied virtual index analysis tools (e.g., in the case of DB2, 

db2advis).  Before running each successive simulation, the system catalog is modified to 

simulate the growth predictions provided by the Runstats Listener, growing the relations 

involved in the queries being analyzed such that for each tuning  iteration, the system catalog 

reflects the data sizes and distributions predicted at some point in the future.  This causes the 

DBMS and the hypothetical index analysis tools to view the relations for which the system 

catalog has been modified as if they had grown to the future time. 

Once the optimal index set suggested by running the simulation changes from what is 

advised for the current data distribution, we learn two things.  First, we learn the approximate 

location of the data threshold and second, we learn the optimal index set to build once the data 

threshold has been crossed.  This is what provides the MAEDA architecture the advantage of 

being proactive.  As long as the growth predictions remain static, no further simulation or 

analysis needs to be performed.  Once we have detected that a relation has grown past a data 

threshold, the optimal index set can be built for all queries that rely on that relation, potentially 

before the queries have run in a suboptimal state. 

Index recommendation and tuning systems are known for being computationally intensive 

when deciding optimal indexes for a workload.  The computationally intensive 

(analysis/simulation engine) component of our architecture requires only the database metadata 
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(statistical data and table/object definitions).  Because this information can be easily copied 

between databases, it would be a trivial modification to move the analysis/simulation engine 

component to its own server, thereby offloading the computational requirements of the 

architecture from the database server.  This concept could then be extended to having one 

analysis/simulation engine serve multiple databases/database servers as depicted in Figure 3-2. 

The remainder of this chapter provides a more in depth description of each individual 

component of the MAEDA. 

The Runstats Listener 

The Runstats Listener (Figure 3-3) is the component of the MAEDA architecture that is 

responsible for creating and maintaining growth trend predictions of relations and data 

distributions relevant to queries tracked by the Query Listener.    

In typical commercial databases, time is set aside to perform maintenance tasks on 

database objects.  This includes backups, reorganizing indexes and tables (similar to 

defragmenting the hard disk on a PC), and updating system catalog statistics for tables and 

indexes.  Currently, the Runstats Listener is manually activated by a call at the end of a database 

maintenance period.  Conceivably, the Runstats Listener could listen for the maintenance period 

using a similar mechanism to the Query Listener.  However, the manual approach simplifies 

testing and may even be preferable in commercial scenarios. 

Once activated, the Runstats Listener first queries the database to determine which objects 

have updated statistical data since the previous invocation of the listener.  Objects found to have 

updated data are harvested from the database system catalog.  These statistics are stored in 

dedicated tables in the Information Repository. 

Once all relevant statistics have been harvested, growth trends are computed for these table 

and column statistics.  These growth rate predictions are stored in the Information Repository.  
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When all processing has completed, the Runstats Listener returns to an idle state, waiting for the 

next maintenance period. 

The Analysis/Simulation Engine 

The component of the MAEDA architecture that locates data thresholds is the 

Analysis/Simulation Engine (Figure 3-4).  When the Analysis/Simulation Engine is activated, it 

is presented with a set of queries to be analyzed, Q, and a maximum time, T, which represents 

the maximum time period for which query behavior is to be predicted.  These queries are 

examined to determine the set of relations relevant to the query set being analyzed. 

MAEDA keeps a shadow copy of all relations being tracked in a separate schema inside 

the host database.  This shadow copy occupies no space in the database, as all the tables 

contained within it are empty.  Prior to analysis, the statistics housed in the system catalog, 

which are relevant to the queries currently being tuned, are copied to the shadow copy database.  

In DB2, this is accomplished via the db2look utility, which is designed to make copies of specific 

elements of database objects. 

Because the shadow database uses the same statistics as the actual database it is modeling, 

queries compile the same and compute the same cost estimates as when they are compiled on the 

actual database.  Queries that are set to be analyzed are compiled against the shadow database, 

and run through an index advisor utility like those discussed in Chapter 2.  The index advisor 

utility uses virtual indexes to find the optimal index set for a given query.  The optimal index set 

for the query being analyzed is noted.  This is the optimal index set for the current size and 

distribution of data currently in the database.   

Using the growth estimates created by the Runstats Listener, the system catalog statistics 

for the tables in the shadow database are grown from the current time to time T.  The simulation 

is then rerun.  During the next simulation, either the optimal index set will change or it will not.  
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If the index set changes, we know that a data threshold is predicted to be crossed at some point 

between the present configuration and time T.  If it does not, we can assume that no data 

threshold will be crossed prior to the point to which we have simulated an increase in data 

growth. 

Members of Q for which the optimal index set has changed are noted and the simulation is 

rerun, using a search strategy to attempt to locate the point where the data threshold occurs.  

Repeated simulations are run until the point at which the index set returned diverges from the 

optimal index set can be reliably estimated.  As data thresholds are located, indexes are removed 

from the simulation set.  The process terminates when the simulation set is empty. 

When a data threshold and associated optimal index set are discovered, that information is 

stored in the Information Repository to be returned to the caller.  Once the Simulation/Analysis 

Engine has completed analyzing all the queries in Q, it returns to an idle state, waiting to be 

triggered again. 

The Information Repository 

The Information Repository is the database used to house all the information collected by 

the three components of the architecture.  It houses the growth data collected by the Runstats 

Listener, and the index sets and simulation results collected by the Analysis/Simulation Engine.   

The amount and time span of retained historical query data and statistical data (i.e., 

historical table/index cardinalities or queries that have not been executed recently) varies 

depending on the domain.  A process associated with the Information Repository is responsible 

for maintaining the data according to some retention policy.  This policy may differ depending 

on the characteristics of the workload and the particular regression/forecasting techniques used to 

predict future statistical values.  Considering a shorter time span of historical data when 

computing growth trends will likely lead to a more volatile system that quickly reacts to changes 
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in the nature of the growth patterns in the data.  A system that computes growth trends using a 

larger time span of data will likely be less volatile, but also less quick to react to sudden 

fluctuations in usage patterns of the database.  One must also consider distance for which 

forecasts are desired and the volatility of the growth patterns being forecast. 

Because the Information Repository is efficiently and easily assessable by all pieces of the 

architecture, it is the ideal mechanism through which to pass information between components. 

Future Optimal Index Detection 

Virtual indexes [18], as discussed in the previous chapter, have become widely used and 

are implemented in commercial RDBMSes, including Oracle, MS SQL Server, and IBM DB2.  

By creating simulated system catalog data representing an index, queries can be compiled as if 

the index exists, without actually materializing it to disk.  Index analysis tools can use virtual 

indexes to provide the query compiler with multiple index choices that have not actually been 

materialized. 

The DB2 index recommender and virtual index generation framework [35] creates virtual 

indexes using information obtained solely from the system catalog statistics.  When tasked with 

optimizing a single query, the DB2 index recommender builds all combinations of virtual 

indexes that are likely to be exploited by the optimizer when compiling the query being tuned.  

Virtual indexes are created via the Smart column Enumeration for Index Scans (SAEFIS) 

enumeration algorithm (described in detail in [35]).  The SAEFIS algorithm enumerates indexes 

based on knowledge of how the DB2 Optimizer will evaluate the query.  Particular preference is 

given for columns appearing in equality preferences and interesting orders.   

Statistics are derived for the virtual indexes using the table and column cardinality and 

average column size statistics stored in the system catalog.  Because the true values are difficult 

to estimate, statistics for index density and clustering are assigned pessimistic values by the DB2 
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index recommender.  All virtual indexes created will also be marked as non-unique.  This is due 

to the fact that uniqueness is not only difficult to identify, but modifies the business rules of the 

database.  The fact that a set of columns comprising a candidate index is currently unique 

(containing no duplicates) does not imply that it will remain as such. 

After candidate indexes are enumerated and their statistics are derived, the query optimizer 

is invoked in a no-execute mode in which it considers virtual indexes in addition to those which 

are currently materialized.  Virtual indexes used as part of the query plan that is returned from 

the compiler are marked as recommended.  The DB2 index recommender is able to recommend a 

set of indexes with a single call to the query optimizer.  

The MAEDA architecture’s process for predicting optimal index sets at future points in 

time is an extension of the concept of the DB2 virtual index analysis framework.  Before analysis 

is performed, the system catalog data is modified to simulate what we estimate to be the statistics 

at the point in time for which analysis is desired.  Index analysis is then performed.  When 

predictions of statistics are 100% accurate, the result of running the index analysis for a 

simulated future time will be identical to the results obtained when the same analysis is 

performed when that future time becomes the present. 

Future values are forecast for the following database statistics:  table and column 

cardinality, number of pages used by the table, high and low column keys, and column level 

equal height histograms.  These forecasts are all utilized by the query optimizer when compiling 

the query to be tuned.  Table and column level cardinality forecasts are especially vital as they 

will additionally be used to generate statistics for virtual indexes. 

Two no-execute modes are supported by the DB2 optimizer.  The recommend indexes 

mode evaluates the query and places index recommendations in a table in the user’s schema 
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called ADVISE_INDEX.  The second mode, evaluate indexes, optimizes the query with the 

addition of virtual indexes placed in the ADVISE_INDEX table.  This ability to perform virtual 

index analysis on forecasted statistical data is essential to the data threshold detection process. 

Given a query, or set of queries, the MAEDA architecture is capable of determining what 

database objects are associated with the queries and populate its system catalog with statistical 

data for any arbitrary future time.  The optimal index set can then be calculated by executing the 

queries in recommend indexes mode or queries can be compiled by including data for previously 

defined virtual indexes which can be evaluated in evaluate indexes mode.  Queries are evaluated 

in groups when possible to minimize the number of growth operations performed amongst 

common query elements (tables/columns). 

Data Threshold Detection 

Data threshold detection is the process of determining the point in time at which an optimal 

index set becomes suboptimal and the newly optimal index set associated with the query group 

being analyzed. 

Given a workload, W, data threshold detection will be performed on a set of queries, 

𝑄𝑄 ⊆ 𝑊𝑊.  Q is analyzed to determine the common set of relations, R, represented in the queries.  

The system catalog of the shadow database is updated with the statistics pertinent to the relations 

in R.  The optimal index set is calculated for the present time (TC) for each  ∈ 𝑄𝑄 : 

𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂(𝑞𝑞,𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶).  Using the previously calculated growth estimates, the shadow database system 

catalog is grown to some future time, TC+N.  Next, we calculate 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂(𝑞𝑞,𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶+𝑁𝑁).  

If 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂(𝑞𝑞,𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶) ≠ 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂(𝑞𝑞,𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶+𝑁𝑁) for any 𝑞𝑞 ∈ 𝑄𝑄, we can assume that q will cross a 

data threshold at some point 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 <  𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶+𝑁𝑁.  Thus, TC … TC+N defines the search space for the 

data thresholds found to exist in Q.  
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The problem now becomes locating (or closely approximating) Min(Tj) for each index, i, 

such that 𝑖𝑖 ∈  𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂(𝑞𝑞,𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶+𝑁𝑁)  ∧ 𝑖𝑖 ∉  𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂(𝑞𝑞,𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶).  TC…TC+N is searched through 

subsequent growth operations and invocations of Optimal to locate each element 𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝐼𝐼.  As 

indexes in I are located, the set R is reevaluated to determine which members are still needed for 

evaluation of the remaining candidate indexes.  Once all candidate indexes in I are located that 

depend on a particular query q, that query can be removed from the simulation set Q.  Likewise, 

once all q in Q have been removed that depend on an element r, that element can be removed 

from R.  Because of this property, each stage of the search through TC…TC+N has the potential to 

become less expensive computationally as the algorithm proceeds. 
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Figure 3-1.  An overview of the MAEDA architecture. 
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Figure 3-2.  Multiple databases served by a single MAEDA server. 
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Figure 3-3.  The MAEDA Runstats Listener 
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Figure 3-4.  The MAEDA Simulation/Analysis Engine 
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CHAPTER 4  
FORECASTING METHODS AND ALGORITHMS 

The previous chapter provided an overview of the architectural components of the query 

behavior forecasting method we have created.  The functions of the various architectural pieces 

were presented along with the various interactions amongst the architectural components and 

between the architecture and the target database.  In addition, we defined and presented a method 

to accomplish data threshold detection.  In this chapter, we provide an overview of the methods 

and processes used to make forecasts for of the various database statistics essential to the method 

described in the previous chapter. 

The mechanism of forecasting future values of the statistics housed in the DBMS system 

catalog is central to the operation of our query behavior prediction method.  Calculating 

reasonable forecasts for table and column level database statistics is essential in providing 

accurate future query cost and access path predictions.  We have investigated the use of many 

methods and models for regression with respect to their effectiveness in forecasting the 

database’s metadata.  We must make forecasts on many different types of database statistics 

(high/low keys, cardinalities of tables, columns, and existing indexes, column level data 

distributions, etc.) to provide an accurate estimate of query cost.  The accuracy of various models 

may vary significantly based on the type of statistic being used.  Therefore, multiple regression 

techniques are used to provide our forecasts. 

Least Squares Linear Regression 

Least squares linear regression is a common method of regression in which a line is fit to 

the known data points such that the sum of the squared residuals is minimized.  Using the simple 

method of least squares linear regression, the best fitting line is derived as 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑂𝑂 + 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 where a 
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and b are constants relating x to y.  This is the common equation representing a straight line, 

where a is the intercept and b is the slope.  a and b can be determined by minimizing:  

𝑆𝑆 = ∑ (𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 − 𝑂𝑂𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 − 𝑏𝑏)2𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1   (4-1) 

where N is the number of points being fit, and Yi is an observed value of the dependant variable 

at time i.  The solution can be found by simultaneously solving the following two normal 

equations [43]: 

𝑂𝑂∑𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖2+𝑏𝑏∑𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 = ∑(𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖)  (4-2) 

𝑂𝑂∑𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 + 𝑏𝑏𝑁𝑁 = ∑𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 .  (4-3) 

Any polynomial can be used by this method to fit a curve.  The method of finding the 

coefficients will be similar to the simple case with an nth degree polynomial generating n + 1 

normal equations to be solved simultaneously. 

The normal least squares model can be modified by adding weights to Y.  When unequal 

weighting is applied to Y, this weighted least squares model allows one to modify the 

contribution each point makes towards the computed parameters.  We linearly increase the 

weights applied to observations such that the latest observations are weighted the heaviest.  This 

alters the curve fit to give preference towards the most recent observations, causing recent trends 

in the data to be more strongly represented by the fit. 

Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average Models 

Box and Jenkins [44] developed a model for forecasting time series that combines 

autoregressive (AR) and moving average (MA) models with differencing to achieve stationarity 

(constant variance and mean over time).  These autoregressive integrated moving average 

models are known as ARIMA(p,d,q) models where p is the order of the AR portion, d is the 

order of differencing (I), and q is the order of the MA portion. 
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An ARIMA(N,0,0) model involves only computation for autoregression.  The 

autoregressive property of data is the extent to which previous values determine the current 

value.  The AR(N) component is an infinite impulse response filter.  It can be represented 

mathematically as: 

𝑌𝑌(𝑂𝑂) = ∑ (𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏𝑂𝑂−𝑖𝑖)𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1 + 𝜖𝜖𝑂𝑂   (4-4) 

where ai are the autoregression coefficients and εt is the error term, or white noise with variance 

σ2 and zero mean. 

In contrast, an ARIMA(0,0,N) model involves only computation of the moving average 

component.  The MA(N) component is analogous to a finite impulse response filter.  The moving 

average is used to remove serial correlation of the error terms in the data.  It can be represented 

mathematically as: 

𝑌𝑌(𝑂𝑂) = ∑ (𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖𝜀𝜀𝑂𝑂−𝑖𝑖)𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1 + 𝜖𝜖𝑂𝑂   (4-5) 

where θi are the coefficients of the trailing error terms. 

The I(N) component determines the level of differencing performed on the data.  The first 

order differences are the series obtained by each term in the original sequence from the 

preceding term.  Differencing removes trend from a series, attempting to create a stationary 

series from a non-stationary one. 

Comparing and Selecting Models 

Because it is possible to fit many different models of curves to any set of data, some 

method for comparing fits and selecting the best fitting candidate must be established.  To assess 

the effectiveness of a given model or curve fit we break the data into two parts:  an estimation 

period and a validation period.  A list of candidate regression models is presented for evaluation 

of a given point forecast.  Models are tested in both unweighted and weighted forms.  Each 
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candidate regression is performed to obtain a fit for data within the estimation period and the 

data in the validation period are used to assess the quality of the predictions. 

In the current MAEDA implementation, the penalized version of root mean square error 

(RMSE) of the residuals in the validation period is used to compare various fits and models for 

the given data.  A penalty term is introduced for each candidate model, reflecting its complexity.  

The penalty term acts as a multiplier to the calculated RMSE, yielding a penalized RMSE.  The 

fit with the lowest penalized RMSE is determined to be the best model for performing 

predictions.  The penalty term acts to encourage simpler fits in cases where, according to the 

RMSE numbers, multiple models seem to explain the data equally well.  For a more complex 

model to be selected, it must show a significant enough improvement over other candidate 

models to overcome its associated penalty term.  This discourages the system from selecting 

more complex models unnecessarily, thereby reducing the risk of over fitting.  

The entire known data set is then used in conjunction with the selected model for making 

out of sample predictions.  Results of testing shows that this method tends to favor models within 

the class of weighted least squares models for making point predictions regarding future values 

of table and column statistics such as cardinality and high and low key. 

Quantile Regression 

Point predictions can be used to forecast the majority of statistics necessary to perform 

query and index analysis on the workload.  However, the database is commonly instructed to 

collect a more detailed level of statistics on many database columns.  This more detailed level of 

statistics collection builds an equal height histogram for the selected columns.  Equal height 

histograms (the quantiles, also commonly referred to as percentiles) represent a nonparametric 

probability density function (pdf). 
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Quantile regression, described by Koenker and Hallock in [45], is a method for the 

estimation of conditional quantile functions.  A conditional quantile function returns the 

quantiles of the conditional distribution of a response variable expressed as a function of its 

covariates. 

Performing quantile regression can be thought of in analog to the process of least squares 

linear regression.  The least squares method estimates a conditional mean by minimizing the sum 

of squared residuals.  The median of a distribution can be found through equating the number of 

positive and negative residuals.  Thus, similar to least squares regression, the median can be 

estimated by minimizing the sum of the absolute residuals. 

Generalizing to the other percentiles is accomplished by minimizing the sum of the 

asymmetrically weighted absolute residuals.  This is done by “tilting” the absolute value 

function, shown graphically in [45] (pp. 146).  More formally, the 100(p)th percentile regression 

line conditioned on x, qp(u), is determined by calculating the value of θ that minimizes 

∑ 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂(𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇𝜃𝜃)𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1  , (4-6) 

where 

𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂(𝑢𝑢) = 𝑂𝑂𝑢𝑢 𝐼𝐼[0,∞)(𝑢𝑢) − (1 − 𝑂𝑂)𝑢𝑢𝐼𝐼(−∞ ,0)(𝑢𝑢) , (4-7) 

the check function (Equation 4-7), accomplishes the task of asymmetrically weighting the 

residuals [46]. 

Because the check function is not differentiable at the origin, there is no explicit solution 

for obtaining the regression coefficients.  However, the quantile regression problem can be 

formulated and efficiently solved as a linear programming problem.  Our implementation uses 

the algorithm provided by Koenker and D’Orey [47]. 
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Unlike least squares regression, quantile regression does not assume a Gaussian 

distribution underlying the data being fit.  Thus, we can use the quantile regression process to 

provide estimates for a variety of distributions, conditioned on data from distributions unknown 

to us a priori.  We have explored fitting linear, quadratic, and logarithmic quantile curves to our 

data.  Additionally, as in our discussion of least squares regression, weights may optionally be 

added to the observations, yielding a weighted quantile regression process. 

Forecasting Table Level Statistics 

To simplify the discussion, we make a distinction between table level, column level, and 

index level statistics.  Table level statistics are those that must be estimated only once per table.  

Column level statistics must be estimated for each field of the table being forecasted.  Index level 

statistics must be estimated for each index which already exists on the table being forecasted. 

We forecast two table level statistics: cardinality and npages.  Npages is the number of 

pages, or blocks, of data the relation takes on disk.  Cardinality is the number of tuples in the 

relation.  The npages statistic is forecasted by weighted least squares regression.  Both weighted 

and unweighted versions of linear, quadractic, and logarithmic curves are fit.  Weighted fits are 

weighted linearly with respect to the number of observations, meaning the nth observation out of 

N total observations will have a weight of n/N, with the oldest observation being assigned a 

weight of 1/N, and the most recent observation being assigned a weight of 1.  The fits are then 

scored using the previously discussed process.  The highest scored curve is then refit to the entire 

data set.  As we use this process for a variety of point forecasts, we will subsequently refer to it 

as the weighted least squares forecasting method. 

Cardinality is derived from the forecasted npages statistic.  Using the present time system 

catalog statistics, the number of tuples per page is calculated by dividing the current cardinality 
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by the current npages.  The forecasted cardinality is then calculated by multiplying the forecasted 

npages by the tuples per page. 

Column Level Statistics 

We forecast column cardinality, high2key, and low2key statistics for all columns.  In 

addition, if quantiles are being calculated for a column, they are also forecast.  Quantile forecasts 

are comprised of two values:  the column value of the quantile and the number of rows below 

that value. 

Column cardinality is defined as the number of distinct values in a column.  We calculate 

column cardinality via the weighted least squares forecasting method.  The weighted least 

squares forecasting method is also used to calculate high2key and low2key statistics. 

To predict the quantiles we sample from the previously collected quantiles upon which we 

are conditioning our forecast.  Samples are drawn for each historical set of quantiles.  We make 

the assumption that data between the quantiles (in the bins of the equal-height histogram) are 

uniformly distributed.  Each historical quantile function is sampled n times. Weights for each 

histogram bin are determined according to the size of the histogram bins defined by pi - pi-1 where 

pi is the percentage of table values below the i-th quantile.  Let value(pi) be the value at the 

quantile specified at pi.  Samples are drawn from the uniform distribution between value(pi) and 

value(pi-1) with probability pi - pi-1. 

Quantile regression is then performed on the sampled data.  The results presented in this 

dissertation use linear quantile regression fits.  The regression is weighted in the same manner as 

the weighted least squares forecasting method, where a sample from run n will be assigned a 

weight n/N.  The quantile regression process outputs a step function for the interval from [0, 1) at 

the time period requested.  This is transformed to respect monotonicity as described in [48]. 
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When building the forecasted quantiles, we consider two cases.  We define low cardinality 

columns as those having cardinality less than or equal to ten times the number of quantiles 

collected.  In the low cardinality case, we calculate the quantiles based on the last values of the 

quantiles used in the estimate.  For each quantile in the most recently collected set, value(pi) is 

taken as the value of i-th quantile value to be recorded in the system.  The step function provided 

by the quantile regression is searched for the largest input for which the step function is less than 

or equal to this value.  The input is taken as the percentile the forecasted i-th quantile value 

represents in the system.  This is solved by maximizing xi in value(xi) where value(xi) is less than 

or equal to the last i-th historical quantile where value(x) is the step function generated by the 

quantile regression process.  The number of values below the forecasted quantile value is derived 

by taking the product of xi and the forecasted table cardinality. 

The high cardinality case follows an opposite procedure.  The percentile values are 

determined by the last collected set of quantiles in the system.  The new quantile value is given 

by the output of value(xi) where xi is the percentage of values below the value of the most 

recently collected i-th quantile.  This value is adjusted using the same maximization procedure 

described in the low cardinality case.  The number of values below the forecasted quantile is also 

determined in the same manner as the low cardinality case. 

Index Level Statistics 

Statistics must also be forecast for any preexisting indexes built on a table for which 

forecasts are made.  There are several statistics that must be forecast for each index:  the first key 

cardinality, the combined cardinality of the first through fourth index keys (i.e., second key 

cardinality, third key cardinality, and fourth key cardinality), the index cardinality, the number 

of row identifiers in the index, the number of leaf pages in the index, the number of levels in the 

index, and a measure of the average number of sequential pages in the index. 
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The first key cardinality is equal to the cardinality forecast for the first index column.  

Second through fourth key cardinalities are forecast using the weighted least squares forecasting 

method if there exist sufficient index fields to require the statistic.  Full key cardinality is also 

forecast using weighted least squares.  If the index is identified as being unique, the full key 

cardinality is assigned the same value as the cardinality forecast for the table that is indexed.  

The statistic for number of row identifiers is also equal to the parent table’s cardinality forecast.  

If the index contains four or less columns, the full key cardinality is assigned to the cardinality 

statistic for the appropriate combined column measure.  The number of index leaves is calculated 

via the weighted least squares forecasting method.  Because the number of levels in a typical B-

tree index rarely exceeds three or four, the number of index levels must be predicted based on the 

number of index leaves and the average size of an index row, derived from the sizes of the 

columns which make up the index.  The estimate for sequential pages is derived by taking the 

product of the sequential pages value from the most recently collected batch of statistics and the 

ratio of newly forecasted number of leaf pages divided by the most recently collected statistic for 

number of leaf pages. 
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CHAPTER 5  
TESTING AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

The previous two chapters have provided a description of the architecture, algorithms, and 

mathematical methods used to calculate query behavior forecasts.  We have tested this method of 

query behavior forecasting on a preliminary implementation of the MAEDA architecture.  

Testing was performed on both synthetic and real-world data sets.  In this chapter, details of the 

preliminary implementation and testing methodology are discussed, followed by an overview of 

results obtained from testing, along with a corresponding discussion and evaluation of their 

significance. 

Preliminary Implementation 

We have implemented a preliminary version of the MAEDA methods and architecture 

detailed in this dissertation for the purposes of proof of concept and testing.  DB2 UDB v9.5.0.0 

running on a 32-bit Linux platform was chosen as the DBMS backend for the implementation.  

DB2 was a desirable choice for rapid development and testing because it offers the ability to 

easily modify database statistics in the form of updatable views.  Furthermore, it can be verified 

from the literature that DB2 uses only catalog statistics when creating and evaluating virtual 

indexes.  The methods DB2 uses to derive the statistics for virtual indexes and estimate optimum 

index sets is described in [35]. 

The R language [49] was selected as the platform for statistical analysis and is linked to the 

Information Repository and the Analysis/Simulation Engine through a Perl object that we have 

developed.  R is a widely used language for statistical analysis and contains many efficiently 

coded regression models as well as the ability to extend and define custom methods. 

Various autonomic components of DB2 are utilized by the MAEDA architecture.  SQL 

execution is monitored through the event monitor framework.  When a SQL event monitor is 
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created, details and statistics regarding the execution of any SQL statements are output.  This 

output is monitored by the architecture via a named pipe and is inserted into the Information 

Repository.  Virtual indexes are created and evaluated through calls made via the previously 

discussed explain modes available through the SQL interface. 

Testing Methodology 

The MAEDA architecture was envisioned to be capable of forecasting query behavior in 

database systems for which distributions and sizes of data are expanding sizably with respect to 

time.  Because the MAEDA platform is designed to forecast optimum and realized query 

behavior across wide spaces of time, it is a requirement that any testing data set be large enough 

to be effectively partitioned into sizeable segments which respect some idea of temporal order. 

Conceiving a strategy for partitioning the data set being evaluated is the first step in the 

testing process.  A driver program is developed for the data set that will partition the data and 

load it into the database incrementally.  This driver is invoked at the beginning of every iteration 

of the testing process.  Additionally, it is logical that any data store would contain an initial set of 

data before the MAEDA architecture is deployed.  Therefore the dataset and driver must be 

capable of performing an initial loading process which seeds the database with some initial data. 

We have developed our testing methodology to encourage repeatability and speed of 

testing at the expense of some of the usability described in the architecture chapter.  All tests 

begin by loading a query workload set into the system.  Queries are compiled and run one time 

on the empty database schema to insure correctness.  Next, the initial load is performed, and 

control of the test is passed to the main testing loop. 

The first step of the main testing loop invokes the driver program discussed above to load 

one iteration of data.  Data is loaded using DB2’s fast loader utility.  The fast loader is invoked 

in nonrecoverable mode, greatly increasing the speed at which data can be loaded into the DBMS 
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by not performing any logging.  Next, a maintenance period is simulated by invoking DB2’s 

reorg utility to reorganize the tables into primary index order on disk, compacting and reordering 

the set of data on the disk. 

Then, statistics are collected on the freshly loaded data.  This is followed by an invocation 

of the Runstats Listener, which harvests the newly collected statistics and stores them in the 

Information Repository.  For testing purposes, the Information Repository is located in the 

testing database under the MAEDA schema.  Once all statistics for the current iteration of the 

test have been recorded, the db2look utility is invoked to extract the data definition language 

(DDL) to mimic the structure of the tables and indexes upon which forecasts are to be made.  

This DDL is then loaded into the testing database under the shadow schema. 

Next, the Analysis/Simulation agent is invoked.  Forecasts are computed for all statistics 

relevant to the current test.  Each iteration of the test requires the simulation agent to make 

predictions x number of steps ahead.  Therefore, forecasts for x number of steps into the future 

are added to the Information Repository to be used in the growth simulation for the currently 

running iteration. 

Once all forecasts have been computed, the simulation stage begins.  First, all queries in 

the system are compiled against the actual database schema to obtain the query cost given the 

currently materialized index set.  Then, the DB2 index recommender is invoked to provide an 

estimate of the optimum query cost and its associated index set.  These results are used to 

validate the query cost forecasts. 

Next, the simulation agent is invoked to modify the system catalog to reflect the forecasts 

for x iterations of testing into the future.  This system catalog data is modified for all tables and 

indexes relevant to the query set being forecast.  These tables and indexes were all added to the 
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shadow schema when the DDL generated by the db2look utility was executed.  It is the catalog 

statistics for the shadow schema which the simulation agent modifies.  The actual system catalog 

containing statistics for the testing data remains unmodified throughout the simulation process. 

Once the simulated growth is completed, the query set is compiled in the shadow schema 

and the query costs are recorded.  These cost forecasts represent the forecasted cost to execute 

the query under the currently materialized index set.  Next, the DB2 index recommender is 

invoked for each member of the query set.  The query costs and index set recommendations from 

the DB2 index recommender are saved in the Information Repository.  These represent the 

forecasted optimum query cost and the index set utilized by the compiler to achieve the access 

plan which derived that cost. 

To obtain the results reported in this dissertation, all tests were run for fifty iterations 

unless otherwise noted.  For the first five iterations of testing, the Runstats Listener and the 

Analysis/Simulation agent are not invoked.  This provides a “burn in” period for the data.  No 

statistics or forecasts are computed or saved during these initial iterations.  The next ten 

iterations of the testing process invoke the Runstats Listener, but do not invoke the 

Simulation/Analysis agent.  The Runstats Listener harvests statistics from the system catalog 

during this period of the test, but no forecasts are made.  This provides the Simulation/Analysis 

agent a set of statistics upon which to make its initial forecasts.  The sixteenth through fiftieth 

iterations invoke both the Runstats Listener and the Simulation/Analysis agent.  During this 

period of testing statistics are harvested and forecasts are performed. 

Validation and analysis of the results is performed by comparing the predictions versus the 

actual costs.  Results are best seen graphically, as the intention of the MAEDA architecture is to 

provide a forecast of trending cost (if a large jump in query cost is predicted slightly early or late, 
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but still well within the prediction window, the process has been successful in accomplishing its 

task).  The forecasted versus actual results obtained by compiling the query given the currently 

materialized indexes are compared.  Likewise, the forecasted optimum query cost versus the 

actual optimum query cost obtained by invoking the DB2 index advisor utility is compared.  

These two sets of results represent a predicted upper and lower bound of query behavior. 

Depicted graphically, the results are shown in three charts.  The first chart shows the 

forecasted versus actual query cost given the currently materialized index set.  The second shows 

the forecasted optimum query cost versus actual optimum query cost and the third combines the 

previous two, depicting a bounds of current versus optimum query costs over time.  The x axis of 

all three charts represents the test iterations, while the y axis represents query cost in timerons as 

returned by the DB2 query compiler.   

Timerons are an abstract unit of cost that can be used to compare the amount of resources 

required to execute a query.  In general, the resources accounted for in the timeron measure are 

weighted CPU and I/O costs.  The measure is designed to compare different query plans for a 

single query and is often used to as a rough approximation for the time a query will take to 

execute. 

Results of Testing With Synthetic Data 

We chose to test the MAEDA architecture and forecasting process on data generated for 

the TPC-H decision support benchmark.  The TPC-H benchmark [50] is published by the 

Transaction Processing Performance Council.  The Transaction Processing Performance Council 

is a non-profit organization which publishes DBMS benchmarks which are widely used 

throughout the database industry. 

The TPC-H is a decision support benchmark consisting of a set of ad-hoc queries of a 

business oriented nature.  The queries were engineered to have a high degree of complexity and 
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to examine and aggregate large amounts of data.  Test results provided are based on a database 

generated with a scale factor of one. 

The scale factor one TPC-H database is approximately one gigabyte in size.  It consists of 

eight tables:  supplier, part, partsupp, customer, orders, lineitem, nation, and region.  The nation 

and region tables are fixed at 25 and 5 rows, respectively.  The supplier, part, partsupp, customer, 

and orders tables are 10,000 rows, 200,000 rows, 800,000 rows, 150,000 rows, and 1,500,000 

rows in size, respectfully.  The cardinality of these tables scales as a function of the scaling 

factor.  The lineitem table contains approximately 6,001,215 rows in a scale factor one database.  

The number of line items generated per order is randomly distributed with a mean of four. 

The goal of the testing process was to obtain results that were both interesting (in that the 

behavior of some tested queries changed substantially throughout the testing) and based off of 

widely used and respected data.  To obtain a set of our results, growth of the TPC-H tables is 

simulated by loading the scale factor one data in fifty equal segments.  We have set the forecast 

interval to six iterations ahead.  The system was tested on a set of twenty queries from the TPC-

H benchmark query set. 

Results are depicted in chart form in Figures 5-1 to 5-20.  The figures show three charts for 

each result.  The first chart shows the forecasted costs using the currently materialized index set 

and the predicted optimum sets along with the actual values obtained to validate these 

predictions, for a total of four lines.  The second chart in each figure shows the optimum versus 

forecasted optimum cost and the third chart shows the forecasted versus actual cost with the 

currently materialized index set.  Results are shown from iteration 24 to iteration 56.  Because 

the test ended when the data was exhausted at iteration 50, only forecasts are shown for iterations 
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51 through 56.  All the points of the forecast line were forecast 6 iterations before the actual cost 

data points.  The lines showing actual costs act to validate the forecast lines. 

Several indexes are materialized and maintained on the TPC-H schema and enforce 

primary and foreign key constraints.  The DDL used to create the TPC-H schema as well as the 

queries used to generate the results for all of the TPC-H tests we discuss are provided in the 

appendix. 

Our TPC-H testing grows the data in a linear, randomly distributed manner.  Values in key 

fields such as customer and part ids and associated foreign keys in orders and line items increase 

linearly, leading to a distribution that is increasing in both mean and variance.  Other fields show 

logarithmic growth if there exists some maximum combination of values for a given field.  The 

cardinality measure increases logarithmically towards that limit.  Other values, such as address, 

price, and tax rate are uniformly distributed and show a linear increase in cardinality with 

negligible change in both mean or variance observable in the distribution of values. 

As such, it is expected that many TPC-H queries will scale in a linear or quadratic manner 

and not exhibit a change in access plan or optimum index set throughout the test.  Queries 1- 4, 

10, 12 – 14, and 18 – 20 all exhibit either linear or exponential growth in both optimum and 

current index configurations.  We make no further comment on these results except to note that 

our method successfully predicts the query behavior and associated cost in these cases with less 

than 1% error at most data points. 

Query 5 (Figure 5-5) is notable in that the optimal case exhibits a slightly exponential 

growth until a large jump in query cost at iteration 48.  This reflects a change in access path and 

index set found by the DB2 index advisor for the optimal case.  The forecast line shows that this 

behavior is predicted accurately.  We forecast a return to the original access plan on iteration 53.  
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We have attempted to verify this behavior with a scale factor 2 database segmented into 100 

parts.  However, the scale factor 2 data does not exhibit the access path change at all, instead 

scaling exponentially at a lower predicted cost all the way out to iteration 60, where we ceased 

testing.  This is likely due to a change in the distribution of data comprising the scale factor 2 

data set. 

Query 6 (Figure 5-6) exhibits no change in access plans for the optimum or currently 

materialized case.  However, it is still notable in that we initially predict a wider and differently 

ordered index for the optimum case, resulting in a lower and incorrectly forecast index cost.  

However, our forecasts converge on the correct index and cost at iteration 36. 

Query 7 (Figure 5-7) displays a change in optimum index set at iteration 46 which our 

method predicts successfully.  The change in index set is evidenced on the graph by a change in 

slope at iteration 46 of the optimal versus forecasted optimal cost.  This provides evidence for 

the fact that different index sets are optimal for different sizes and distributions of data.  The 

optimum plan switches from what we can assume to be an initially lower cost plan with a steeper 

slope to an initially higher cost plan with a lesser slope.  Query 8 (Figure 5-8) is similar to query 

7 in that there is a change to the query plan at test iteration 33 that causes the slope to decrease 

significantly for the currently materialized case and more slightly in the optimal case. 

Query 9 (Figure 5-9) shows a large, sudden increase in predicted query cost for both the 

currently materialized case and the optimal case.  The increase is due to a change in physical 

access plan and index set utilized by the compiler.  The increase occurs at iteration 28 in the 

currently materialized case and iteration 34 in the optimal case.  Our forecast predicted the 

correct index set and access path but forecasted the change to occur at iteration 29 and 35, 

respectively.  In this case the correct plan was forecast only 5 iterations ahead as opposed to 6.  
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We find that the optimal case reverts back to an optimal index on the lineitem table at iteration 

42 that is similar to, though wider than, the optimal set from test iteration 24 to 33.  Our method 

fails to find this index set until much later, when it starts iterating back and forth between 

forecasted index sets between iterations 53 and 56. 

Query 11 (Figure 5-11) exhibits linear growth throughout the period for which we have 

test data.  A change in access plan is forecasted at iteration 51 in both the currently materialized 

and optimal case.  We were able to verify that this change does, in fact, occur by observing and 

verifying the same behavior at test iteration 51 on a scale factor 2 data set segmented into 100 

equally sized fragments.  The new access plan is observed to be utilized in the scale factor 2 test 

up to iteration 60, where the test was halted. 

Query 15 (Figure 5-15) shows a change in the plan utilized by the currently materialized 

set, which is also predicted in our forecast.  The access path changes from a previously lower 

cost plan which shows a slightly quadratic growth rate to a plan with linear growth. 

The access paths for Query 16 (Figure 5-16) are initially the same in the currently 

materialized and optimal cases.  At iteration 26 both access plans change, represented on the 

graph by a large and sudden increase in query cost.  The optimum case diverges from the 

materialized case, favoring a new index set which yields a lower cost and lesser slope than the 

plan selected in the currently materialized case. 

Query 17 (Figure 5-17) is notable because, while the access path does not change in either 

the optimal or currently materialized case, the optimal forecast is notably more erratic than the 

optimal cost.  However, the index set forecast by our method agrees with the optimum index set 

predicted at all points.  Both the forecast and the actual optimal value show a quadratically 

increasing cost.  We argue that the difference in query cost is actually negligible considering the 
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optimal case represents an estimated order of magnitude lower cost over the access path selected 

with the currently materialized index set. 

Query 20 (Figure 5-20) is an accurate forecast of the query cost with the exception of a 

drop between iterations 35 and 40 due to an incorrect quantile forecast.  However, the incorrect 

portion of the forecast still forecasts the correct query cost and growth rate (slope).  The forecast 

recovers to the correct value after iteration 40. 

We find the results obtained from the TPC-H data to be very accurate, yielding little error 

and few missed predictions.  In the majority of cases, the residuals between forecast and 

verification results in less than 1% of the total predicted cost.  Overall, 91% of the data points for 

the materialized case are forecast within less than 1% residual error and 98% of data points are 

within 10% error.  In the optimal case, 60% of data points are within 1% error and 89% are 

within 10% error.  Cases where the residual error is greater than 10% have been noted and 

explanations for the error have been provided in our discussion. 

An additional test of the TPC-H data was executed with TPC-H data generated to follow a 

more realistic sequence of growth for a business growing from startup to maturity.  When the 

business is newly formed, it initially gains a large number of customers who place small orders.  

As it grows into maturity, some customers begin to leave and new customer growth begins to 

slow.  However, some long-term customers begin to transition into large accounts that frequently 

place larger than average orders with the business.  The data was generated based on the 

following rules: 

Customers grow logarithmically over time.  Each customer, once created, is randomly 

assigned a loyalty rating that controls the frequency with which the customer will place an order.  

Customers are assigned a loyalty rating of i ε {3, 4, 6}.  The chance of a customer placing an 
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order on any iteration of testing is 1/i.  If a customer does not place an order for six consecutive 

months, they become inactive and will not place a new order for the duration of the test. 

Realistically, a business will acquire most of its suppliers at start up.  Therefore, 90% of 

the supplier table is preloaded.  The other 10% of the growth occurs linearly throughout the 

simulation.  Like suppliers, most parts offered by a business will be offered when the business 

initially opens.  To model this, 75% of parts are preloaded.  The remaining 25% are added 

linearly throughout the simulation.  Each part has a 1% chance of becoming obsolete or being 

replaced at each iteration of the test.  Once obsolete, the part can no longer be ordered.  

Additionally, some parts will be more popular than others.  Parts are placed into two categories: 

popular and regular.  Parts have a one in ten chance of being popular.  Each part is assigned to a 

mean of four suppliers.  When associating parts with suppliers, there is a one in four chance that 

a new supplier will supply a new part. 

The order relation is populated by cycling through the list of active customers.  Orders are 

generated based on the previously described customer loyalty rating.  This results in the number 

of orders growing logarithmically, but the effect is less pronounced than the logarithmic growth 

of the customer relation.  Newly generated orders favor newer customers (due to customer 

decay) and customers with higher loyalty ratings. 

The number of line items associated with each order depends on the number of orders the 

customer has previously executed.  Each order generates a mean of 2 + (number of orders / 3.5) 

line items, with a variance of 2 + (number of orders / 3).  When generating a new line item, a part 

and supplier must be selected.  There is a one in ten chance that a line item will be associated 

with a newly added part.  Failing that, there is a one in four chance a line item will be associated 

with a popular part.  The result is that approximately 25% of all orders are associated with 10% 
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of the parts.  Supplier is chosen randomly from one of the suppliers of the selected part.  As a 

result of this process, the lineitem relation shows slightly quadratic growth despite the fact that 

the customer relation grows logarithmically. 

The overall results of this test showed 77% of data points within 1% error and 99% of data 

points within 10% error for the currently materialized case.  For the optimal case, 48% of data 

points were within 1% error and 96% were within 10% error.  A subset of the results displaying 

notable features are presented in Figures 5-21 to 5-24. 

Query 4 (Figure 5-21) exhibits slightly exponential growth in the currently materialized 

case and slightly less exponential growth in the optimal case.  In the currently materialized case, 

the growth rate switches at iteration 31 from linear to exponential growth along with a sudden 

increase in query cost.  This behavior is correctly forecast, although the increase is forecasted to 

occur one iteration early at iteration 30.  The forecast for the currently materialized case is 

accurate within 1% error at 85% of data points and within 10% error at 96 % of data points.  The 

optimal case is accurate within 1% error at 85% of data points and 10% of error at all data points. 

Query 7 (Figure 5-22) grows exponentially in the currently materialized case and 

logarithmically in the optimal case.  The logarithmic and exponential nature of the growth is 

forecast correctly in both cases.  However, the rate of growth in the currently materialized case is 

slightly incorrect, leading to an increase in error at each successive data point after a sudden 

jump in query cost is forecast at iteration 27.  In the currently materialized case, the forecast is 

accurate within 1% error at 4% of data points, and within 10% error at all data points.  The 

optimal case forecast is accurate within 1% error at 59% of data points and 10% error at all data 

points. 
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Query 13 (Figure 5-23) shows exponential growth in the currently materialized case and 

linear growth in the optimal case.  Both growth rates are forecast correctly.  However, while the 

forecast in the optimal case correctly forecasts the trend of the growth, the forecast line is erratic 

in nature.  The optimal case is correct within 1% error at 19% of data points and 100% error at 

all data points.  In the currently materialized case, the forecast is correct within 1% error at 89% 

of data points and 10% error at all data points. 

The optimal and currently materialized cases for query 16 (Figure 5-24) are initially 

distinct until they converge at iteration 29 after a sudden increase in query cost.  The optimal and 

currently materialized cases are identical until iteration 42 when another sudden increase in 

query cost occurs.  After the query plans diverge again at iteration 42, the optimal shows a 

significantly lesser jump in query cost than the currently materialized case and grows with a 

lesser slope.  This behavior is correctly forecast in both the optimal and currently materialized 

cases.  The error in both cases was less than 1% at 78% of data points and less than 10% at all 

data points. 

Results of Testing With Enterprise Data 

In addition to tests performed with the TPC-H benchmark data, we have tested the 

MAEDA architecture on data pulled from a large scale (terabyte size) enterprise resource 

planning system.  The data tested (which we will refer to as the ERP data set) consists of six 

tables from the database’s financials system: accounttype_table (5 rows), source_table (42 rows), 

account_table (1947 rows), journal_header (approximately 580,000 rows), voucher_line 

(approximately 34,000,000 rows), and journal_line (approximately 46,500,000 rows).  When 

extracted from the DBMS, these tables represent approximately 88 gigabytes of combined data.  

Materialized in the database, with indexes and proper amounts of space allocated to support 

immediate growth and fragmentation needs, they occupy over 200 gigabytes of space on disk. 
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This set of data is an ideal candidate for testing because each row of data in the tables 

contains an associated date stamp.  This allows for the data to be partitioned into segments that 

support our iterative testing process.  The date stamps allow us to fragment the data in such a 

way as to provide a good approximation of the size and distribution of data that existed in the 

database at any given time. 

A set of queries involving these tables was also obtained from the ERP system.  Using this 

set as models, additional queries were created by adding or modifying the conditions of the 

provided queries.  Of the original queries and their variants that we created, we obtained a set of 

10 distinct and interesting queries upon which we report results. 

To provide a starting distribution of data for testing, the database was initially seeded with 

all data before year 2005.  Each iteration of the testing process loads one month of data into the 

journal_header, journal_line, and voucher_line tables.  The other, smaller, tables function as 

lookup tables for the larger ones.  The data in these tables remains constant throughout the 

testing process.  Therefore, we choose to load all the data for those tables during the initial load 

process and allow it to remain untouched throughout testing.  The first iteration of testing loads 

data from January 2005 while iteration 50 of the test loads data from February 2009, exhausting 

our set of usable data.  Approximate average monthy growth rates of the tables in the test are: 

journal_header, 7,900 rows per month; voucher_line, 590,000 rows per month; and journal_line, 

780,000 rows by month. 

To increase the speed of the testing process and generate results that differ in a significant 

manner between the optimal case and the currently materialized index case, all indexes on the 

data were dropped with the exception of an index on the key of each table.  These indexes are 

defined as unique to enforce the key restraint.  They are all defined as clustering indexes.  
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Additionally, to enable testing to be possible on our hardware, fields which were not referenced 

as a condition of any query in our test set were dropped from the tables, significantly increasing 

the speed of the load and maintenance phases of the testing process.  Forecasts for the tests 

discussed are for 6 months in the future. 

Query number 1 (Figure 5-25) is an example of an optimal query plan that remains 

constant with respect to time.  The optimal access path selected by the DB2 index advisor utility 

solves the query with a cost of approximately 200 timerons.  This cost remains constant 

throughout the test with the exception of an increase at iteration 34, which is predicted by our 

forecast.  The query cost using the currently materialized query set increases from approximately 

2,500,000 timerons at test iteration 24 to approximately 1,000,000 timerons at test iteration 50.  

Our forecasts predict the optimum behavior with an average of 0.6% error and a maximum of 

3% error at any iteration of the test. 

Query 2 (Figure 5-26) displays nearly linear growth in the currently materialized case.  The 

optimum case, however, exhibits a stair stepping pattern of growth.  There is one change in 

slope, and two sudden jumps in query cost in the optimal case.  The change in slope at test 

iteration 28 is forecast on time.  This corresponds to a change in the optimal index set, which was 

forecasted to occur at iteration 27 – one month before it was observed to occur.  The first jump 

occurs at test iteration 33, when it is forecasted.  The second jump occurs at iteration 45, though 

it was forecast to occur at 43 (i.e., the forecast was 2 months early).  The forecast predicts the 

optimum query behavior with an average of 1.4% error and a maximum of 4% error.  Much of 

this error is due to the early forecast at test iteration 43. 

Query 3 (Figure 5-27) exhibits linear growth in cost for the materialized index set and is 

predicted accurately by our forecasts.  The optimal case exhibits several changes in slope.  The 
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forecast tracks the observed values, predicting each slope change within 3 test iterations of when 

it actually occurs.  The forecasts for the optimal case have a 2% average error and a maximum 

error of 7.8%.  The large maximum error is due to the early or late prediction of slope change in 

the forecast (although changes are predicted to occur in each case well within the forecast 

window). 

Query 4 (Figure 5-28) is similar to query 1.  Our forecast is an accurate portrayal of the 

observed values.    A change in optimal index set was forecasted to occur at iteration 35, and was 

verified to have occured as predicted.  The average error in the optimal case is 0.6% and the 

maximum error is 3%. 

Query 5 (Figure 5-29) exhibits linearly increasing growth in the currently materialized 

case.  However, the optimal case shows several changes in slope.  These changes are well 

approximated by the forecasts and are forecasted to occur within two test iterations of when they 

are observed in the test data (i.e., the forecasts are at most two months early or two months late, 

but still well within the six month prediction window).  Average error for the optimal case was 

2.2%, with a maximum of 5.3%. 

Query 6 (Figure 5-30) shows two changes in slope, occurring at like times, in both the 

currently materialized and the optimal cases.  The first change occurs at test iteration 29 and is 

forecast on time.  The second change occurs at test iteration 41.  Both the materialized and 

optimal cases forecast a switch to a slightly lower slope at test iteration 36.  This results in a 

slightly lower forecasted and optimal cost, which is recovered at iteration 47.  The error in the 

optimal case is 2.4% on average with a maximum of 5.4%. 

Query 7 (Figure 5-31) grows linearly in the currently materialized case.  However, the 

optimal case displays extremely erratic behavior oscillating from a cost of approximately 
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500,000 to a maximum of approximately 720,000 timerons at iteration 50.  Our forecast provides 

an accurate representation of the query behavior.  However, the changes in the query cost are 

often forecasted to occur two to three iterations before they are observed.  Iterations 39 through 

43 are notable because they forecast a larger decrease in query cost than is actually observed.  A 

new optimum index set was forecasted to occur at iteration 27, and occurred as predicted.  

Average error for this query is 8.3% with a maximum of 16.9%.  The large error is due to the 

erratic nature of the optimal cost. 

Query 8 (Figure 5-32) shows linear growth in the optimal case and a stair stepping pattern 

in the currently materialized case.  In the currently materialized case, sudden increases in cost 

occur at iterations 32 and iteration 44.  Each increase is properly forecast.  Average error for the 

optimal case is 0.9% with a maximum of 3.3% error. 

Query 9 (Figure 5-33) shows a dramatic decrease in slope at iteration 29 in both the 

materialized and optimal cases.  In both cases, the change is forecasted accurately.  Average 

error in the optimal case for query 9 is 1.4% with a maximum error of 8.5%.  The large 

maximum error occurred on the first iteration of the test, before the full amount of data was 

acquired for use in creating forecasts.  The second highest error value that occurred was 3.3% at 

iteration 28. 

Query 10 (Figure 5-34) displays a clearly logarithmic growth rate in the optimal case.  

Though our forecasted values are not as smoothed as the values which actually occurred, the 

forecast clearly shows the same logarithmic trend.  Two changes to the optimum index set were 

predicted.  The first was forecast to occur at iteration 25 and appeared at iteration 26.  The 

second was forecast to occur at 37 and appeared at iteration 40.  Average error for the optimal 

case is 3.5% with a maximum of 7.6%. 
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In a second test on the ERP data, we added constraints to the values of the data found in 

the voucher_line and journal_line tables.  The voucher_line table was constrained to only contain 

lines with a journal_id of “ACCRUAL.”  This reduced the number of rows in the voucher_line 

table to approximately 15,000,000.  The journal_line table was constrained to a maximum of six 

journal lines per journal, reducing the cardinality of the journal_line table to approximately 

2,200,000 and significantly altering its growth rate with respect to time relative to the previous 

test performed on the full data set.  These changes effectively changed the distribution and 

growth rates of the data, as well as the relative growth rates between the voucher_line, 

journal_line, and journal_header tables in the simulation.  The same ten queries discussed above 

were also tested on this data.  Results are shown in Figures 5-35 to 5-44.  The cases in which the 

results differed significantly from testing on the full data are discussed below. 

Query 2 (Figure 5-36) exhibits a much stronger stair stepping behavior than it did testing 

on the full data.  This behavior is well approximated by the forecasts, although the first increase 

is forecasted to occur in a linear manner between iterations 28 and 33 and the second increase is 

forecasted three iterations early at iteration 41 as opposed to 44.  The average error for query 2 

was 7.2% with a maximum error of 21.1%.  A significant portion of the error is due to the early 

forecasted increases.  Even though the error is large, it is clear from examination of the graphs 

that the forecast provides an accurate estimation of the growth in query cost. 

Query 3 (Figure 5-37) alternates between slightly increasing and strongly increasing slopes 

in the optimal case.  The forecasts echo this behavior and provide a well correlated 

approximation of the query cost at any given time.  However, the periods of strongly increasing 

slope are forecast to begin three to five iterations before they are observed in the test data.  The 
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error for the optimal query cost for query 3 was 3.5% with a maximum of 10% error.  Again, this 

is due to the increases which were forecasted to occur early. 

The linear nature of query 6 (Figure 5-40) under the full data set is replaced by three 

sudden increases in query cost in both the optimal and currently materialized cases when tested 

with the constrained data.  In each case, the increases are forecasted to occur one month later 

than they are observed (i.e. five months early as opposed to six).  Average error for the optimal 

case was 10.6% with a maximum of 19%.  The large error is due to the increases being forecast 

one month late.  At 21 of the 27 points, the error was less than 2%. 

The optimal case for query 7 (Figure 5-41), which was erratic in nature under the full data 

set, now shows linear growth with sudden increases occurring at iterations 27 and 37.  They are 

forecasted to occur at iterations 26 and 38.  The average error for the optimal case is 2.6% with a 

maximum of 35.3% due to the early forecasted increase.  However, 24 of the 27 test points were 

under 2% error, 14 of which were less than 1% error. 

While the forecasts we obtained from testing on the ERP data set do not show the same 

level of accuracy as those obtained testing on the TPC-H data, we find them to be very positive.  

The ERP data set is indicative of data found in an enterprise class database system, representing 

a large portion (20% - 30%) of a terabyte ERP financials database.  This is exactly the type of 

database in which the MAEDA architecture is intended to function. 

In this chapter, we have shown that our method is capable of forecasting changes in both 

query cost and behavior for time periods well in the future.  Results were presented using both 

synthetic and real-world data, and in both cases showed a high degree of accuracy.  Forecasting 

this behavior would not be possible by applying traditional regression and forecasting methods.  

In addition to providing accurate estimates of future query cost, our method also provides 
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forecasts for the physical access path the query will take and predictions of the optimal index sets 

that can be used to solve the queries. 
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Figure 5-1.  TPC-H Scale factor 1 results for Query 1. 

 

 

Figure 5-2.  TPC-H Scale factor 1 results for Query 2. 

 

 

Figure 5-3.  TPC-H Scale factor 1 results for Query 3. 
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Figure 5-4.  TPC-H Scale factor 1 results for Query 4. 

 

 

Figure 5-5.  TPC-H Scale factor 1 results for Query 5. 

 

 

Figure 5-6.  TPC-H Scale factor 1 results for Query 6. 
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Figure 5-7.  TPC-H Scale factor 1 results for Query 7. 

 

 

Figure 5-8.  TPC-H Scale factor 1 results for Query 8. 

 

 

Figure 5-9.  TPC-H Scale factor 1 results for Query 9. 
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Figure 5-10.  TPC-H Scale factor 1 results for Query 10. 

 

 

Figure 5-11.  TPC-H Scale factor 1 results for Query 11. 

 

 

Figure 5-12.  TPC-H Scale factor 1 results for Query 12. 
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Figure 5-13.  TPC-H Scale factor 1 results for Query 13. 

 

 

Figure 5-14.  TPC-H Scale factor 1 results for Query 14. 

 

 

Figure 5-15.  TPC-H Scale factor 1 results for Query 15. 
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Figure 5-16.  TPC-H Scale factor 1 results for Query 16. 

 

 

Figure 5-17.  TPC-H Scale factor 1 results for Query 17. 

 

 

Figure 5-18.  TPC-H Scale factor 1 results for Query 18. 
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Figure 5-19.  TPC-H Scale factor 1 results for Query 19. 

 

 

Figure 5-20.  TPC-H Scale factor 1 results for Query 20. 

 

 

Figure 5-21.  Results for TPC-H Query 4 modified to produce more realistic growth.  
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Figure 5-22.  Results for TPC-H Query 7 modified to produce more realistic growth. 

 

 

Figure 5-23.  Results for TPC-H Query 13 modified to produce more realistic growth. 

 

 

Figure 5-24.  Results for TPC-H Query 16 modified to produce more realistic growth. 
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Figure 5-25.  ERP data set results for Query 1. 

 

 
Figure 5-26.  ERP data set results for Query 2. 

 

 

Figure 5-27.  ERP data set results for Query 3. 
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Figure 5-28.  ERP data set results for Query 4. 

 

 

Figure 5-29.  ERP data set results for Query 5. 

 

 

Figure 5-30.  ERP data set results for Query 6. 
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Figure 5-31.  ERP data set results for Query 7. 

 

 

Figure 5-32.  ERP data set results for Query 8. 

 

 

Figure 5-33.  ERP data set results for Query 9. 
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Figure 5-34.  ERP data set results for Query 10. 

 

Figure 5-35.  Constrained ERP data set results for Query 1. 

 

 
Figure 5-36.  Constrained ERP data set results for Query 2. 
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Figure 5-37.  Constrained ERP data set results for Query 3. 

 

 

Figure 5-38.  Constrained ERP data set results for Query 4. 

 

 

Figure 5-39.  Constrained ERP data set results for Query 5. 
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Figure 5-40.  Constrained ERP data set results for Query 6. 

 

 

Figure 5-41.  Constrained ERP data set results for Query 7. 

 

 

Figure 5-42.  Constrained ERP data set results for Query 8. 
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Figure 5-43.  Constrained ERP data set results for Query 9. 

 

 

Figure 5-44.  Constrained ERP data set results for Query 10. 
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CHAPTER 6  
CONCLUSIONS 

In this research, we have shown significant progress towards the development of a method 

for forecasting future query cost and behavior in DBMS systems.  We have shown our method is 

capable of providing accurate forecasts of query cost running queries against both synthetic and 

real-world enterprise data.  Our method is capable of forecasting changes in query cost and 

providing information regarding query behavior and index utilization that is not possible using 

traditional methods. 

Contributions 

This dissertation makes two primary contributions to the body of autonomic physical 

tuning research: 

Forecasting Query Behavior and Scaling with Respect to Time:  We have described in 

a method for forecasting the future cost and access path of queries.  By simulating the growth 

patterns of database objects, we are able to forecast query cost, access path selection, and index 

utilization of the database’s query workload.  These predictions can be far more accurate at 

predicting significant events (such as changes in plan selection leading to sudden changes in 

slope or steep increases in the query cost as calculated by the query optimizer) than traditional 

regression and forecasting methods. 

Extension of the Virtual Index Concept to the Time Domain:  The extension of virtual 

indexes to recommend and evaluate index sets for queries at future time periods has the potential 

to be useful even beyond the realm of autonomic tuning.   

Virtual indexes are widely used by DBAs when evaluating the potential effects of indexes 

on queries and in evaluating queries for new processes being developed to add to the current 

workload.  DBAs have previously been limited to using these tools to evaluate queries given 
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only the current state of the database statistics.  Often database processes currently being 

developed will not be deployed until much later in the future.  Evaluating these queries on the 

current state of database data may yield deceptive results.  Our extension enables DBAs and 

developers to analyze their queries under the database configuration that is estimated to occur at 

the time of a query’s deployment.   

Additionally, when considering adding an index to a currently misbehaving query, the 

future index advisor could be invoked manually to determine if the index being considered will 

remain lucrative at some future time point.  The user is not limited to evaluating only indexes 

that the system determines are optimal.  The user has the freedom to specify any virtual index 

desired.  This could enable administrators and developers to make better informed decisions 

when deciding on physical design and planning space requirements and strategies for future 

indexes. 

We have shown how the method we have developed could be extended into a completely 

autonomic system.  Our research differs from the prior art in that it is designed to be proactive 

rather than reactive in its approach to tuning the system. 

The method we have developed identifies indexes becoming inefficient due to growth and 

fluctuations of data distributions of the underlying relations.  If the underlying relations grow in a 

predictable manner, index schemes can be generated far in advance.  Sudden changes in query 

behavior due to increases or changes in the distribution of data can be predicted, allowing 

administrators to redesign the process or insert new indexes before the negative effects of any 

performance problems are experienced. 

Future Work  

The method we have developed lays the groundwork for forecasting query behavior into 

the time domain, yet there is still room for significant enhancements. 
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The field of density and conditional quantile forecasting is an area of open and active 

research in which significant enhancements and techniques are yet be discovered.  New methods 

for density forecasting and improvements in comparison of models could yield significant 

increases in accuracy and granularity of our cost forecasts. 

The method we have developed could also be extended to predict a range of query costs 

throughout the maintenance cycle.  It is well known that performing inserts and updates on tables 

and indexes causes fragmentation to the database objects, causing measurable degradation in 

performance.  Our current method assumes a maintenance cycle is performed before statistics are 

measured.  Extending the forecasts to predict the effects of loss of clustering throughout 

maintenance cycles would yield a range of query costs throughout the cycles, showing the 

change in these bounds across multiple maintenance cycles with respect to time. 

Another interesting extension would be to allow the user to modify the density and 

cardinality forecasts manually (assume for example an organization is considering archiving a 

large amount of data, or adding additional product types to a low cardinality field).  All statistics 

and forecasts derived from the statistics modified by the user could then automatically be 

recalculated.  The user could then explore the effect over time of these changes (i.e., answer the 

question, “What effect will archiving this data have on the query performance over time?”). 
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APPENDIX A 
DDL USED IN PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

The following DDL was used to build the testing database when performing the synthetic 

(TPC-H) tests. 

Table Creation Script 

------------------------------------------------ 
-- DDL Statements for table "TPCD"."NATION" 
------------------------------------------------ 
 
DROP TABLE "TPCD"."NATION"; 
 
CREATE TABLE "TPCD"."NATION"  ( 
    "N_NATIONKEY" INTEGER NOT NULL , 
    "N_NAME" CHAR(25) NOT NULL , 
    "N_REGIONKEY" INTEGER NOT NULL , 
    "N_COMMENT" VARCHAR(152) ) 
   IN "TPCDDATA" ; 
 
------------------------------------------------ 
-- DDL Statements for table "TPCD"."REGION" 
------------------------------------------------ 
 
DROP TABLE "TPCD"."REGION"; 
 
CREATE TABLE "TPCD"."REGION"  ( 
    "R_REGIONKEY" INTEGER NOT NULL , 
    "R_NAME" CHAR(25) NOT NULL , 
    "R_COMMENT" VARCHAR(152) ) 
   IN "TPCDDATA" ; 
 
------------------------------------------------ 
-- DDL Statements for table "TPCD"."PART" 
------------------------------------------------ 
 
DROP TABLE "TPCD"."PART"; 
 
CREATE TABLE "TPCD"."PART"  ( 
    "P_PARTKEY" INTEGER NOT NULL , 
    "P_NAME" VARCHAR(55) NOT NULL , 
    "P_MFGR" CHAR(25) NOT NULL , 
    "P_BRAND" CHAR(10) NOT NULL , 
    "P_TYPE" VARCHAR(25) NOT NULL , 
    "P_SIZE" INTEGER NOT NULL , 
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    "P_CONTAINER" CHAR(10) NOT NULL , 
    "P_RETAILPRICE" DOUBLE NOT NULL , 
    "P_COMMENT" VARCHAR(23) NOT NULL ) 
   IN "TPCDDATA" INDEX IN "TPCDINDEX" ; 
 
------------------------------------------------ 
-- DDL Statements for table "TPCD"."SUPPLIER" 
------------------------------------------------ 
 
DROP TABLE "TPCD"."SUPPLIER"; 
 
CREATE TABLE "TPCD"."SUPPLIER"  ( 
    "S_SUPPKEY" INTEGER NOT NULL , 
    "S_NAME" CHAR(25) NOT NULL , 
    "S_ADDRESS" VARCHAR(40) NOT NULL , 
    "S_NATIONKEY" INTEGER NOT NULL , 
    "S_PHONE" CHAR(15) NOT NULL , 
    "S_ACCTBAL" DOUBLE NOT NULL , 
    "S_COMMENT" VARCHAR(101) NOT NULL ) 
   IN "TPCDDATA" INDEX IN "TPCDINDEX" ; 
 
------------------------------------------------ 
-- DDL Statements for table "TPCD"."PARTSUPP" 
------------------------------------------------ 
 
DROP TABLE "TPCD"."PARTSUPP"; 
 
CREATE TABLE "TPCD"."PARTSUPP"  ( 
    "PS_PARTKEY" INTEGER NOT NULL , 
    "PS_SUPPKEY" INTEGER NOT NULL , 
    "PS_AVAILQTY" INTEGER NOT NULL , 
    "PS_SUPPLYCOST" DOUBLE NOT NULL , 
    "PS_COMMENT" VARCHAR(199) NOT NULL ) 
   IN "TPCDDATA" INDEX IN "TPCDINDEX" ; 
 
------------------------------------------------ 
-- DDL Statements for table "TPCD"."CUSTOMER" 
------------------------------------------------ 
 
DROP TABLE "TPCD"."CUSTOMER"; 
 
CREATE TABLE "TPCD"."CUSTOMER"  ( 
    "C_CUSTKEY" INTEGER NOT NULL , 
    "C_NAME" VARCHAR(25) NOT NULL , 
    "C_ADDRESS" VARCHAR(40) NOT NULL , 
    "C_NATIONKEY" INTEGER NOT NULL , 
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    "C_PHONE" CHAR(15) NOT NULL , 
    "C_ACCTBAL" DOUBLE NOT NULL , 
    "C_MKTSEGMENT" CHAR(10) NOT NULL , 
    "C_COMMENT" VARCHAR(117) NOT NULL ) 
   IN "TPCDDATA" INDEX IN "TPCDINDEX" ; 
 
------------------------------------------------ 
-- DDL Statements for table "TPCD"."ORDERS" 
------------------------------------------------ 
 
DROP TABLE "TPCD"."ORDERS"; 
 
CREATE TABLE "TPCD"."ORDERS"  ( 
    "O_ORDERKEY" INTEGER NOT NULL , 
    "O_CUSTKEY" INTEGER NOT NULL , 
    "O_ORDERSTATUS" CHAR(1) NOT NULL , 
    "O_TOTALPRICE" DOUBLE NOT NULL , 
    "O_ORDERDATE" DATE NOT NULL , 
    "O_ORDERPRIORITY" CHAR(15) NOT NULL , 
    "O_CLERK" CHAR(15) NOT NULL , 
    "O_SHIPPRIORITY" INTEGER NOT NULL , 
    "O_COMMENT" VARCHAR(79) NOT NULL ) 
   IN "TPCDDATA" INDEX IN "TPCDINDEX" ; 
 
------------------------------------------------ 
-- DDL Statements for table "TPCD"."LINEITEM" 
------------------------------------------------ 
 
DROP TABLE "TPCD"."LINEITEM"; 
 
CREATE TABLE "TPCD"."LINEITEM"  ( 
    "L_ORDERKEY" INTEGER NOT NULL , 
    "L_PARTKEY" INTEGER NOT NULL , 
    "L_SUPPKEY" INTEGER NOT NULL , 
    "L_LINENUMBER" INTEGER NOT NULL , 
    "L_QUANTITY" DOUBLE NOT NULL , 
    "L_EXTENDEDPRICE" DOUBLE NOT NULL , 
    "L_DISCOUNT" DOUBLE NOT NULL , 
    "L_TAX" DOUBLE NOT NULL , 
    "L_RETURNFLAG" CHAR(1) NOT NULL , 
    "L_LINESTATUS" CHAR(1) NOT NULL , 
    "L_SHIPDATE" DATE NOT NULL , 
    "L_COMMITDATE" DATE NOT NULL , 
    "L_RECEIPTDATE" DATE NOT NULL , 
    "L_SHIPINSTRUCT" CHAR(25) NOT NULL , 
    "L_SHIPMODE" CHAR(10) NOT NULL , 
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    "L_COMMENT" VARCHAR(44) NOT NULL ) 
   IN "TPCDDATA" INDEX IN "TPCDINDEX" ; 
 

Index Creation Script 

------------------------------------------------ 
-- DDL Statements for table "TPCD"."NATION" 
------------------------------------------------ 
 
-- DDL Statements for indexes on Table "TPCD"."NATION" 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "TPCD"."N_NK" ON "TPCD"."NATION" 
  ("N_NATIONKEY" ASC) 
  PCTFREE 0 ALLOW REVERSE SCANS; 
 
-- DDL Statements for indexes on Table "TPCD"."NATION" 
 
CREATE INDEX "TPCD"."N_RK" ON "TPCD"."NATION" 
  ("N_REGIONKEY" ASC) 
  PCTFREE 0 ALLOW REVERSE SCANS; 
 
------------------------------------------------ 
-- DDL Statements for table "TPCD"."REGION" 
------------------------------------------------ 
-- DDL Statements for indexes on Table "TPCD"."REGION" 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "TPCD"."R_RK" ON "TPCD"."REGION" 
  ("R_REGIONKEY" ASC) 
  PCTFREE 0 ALLOW REVERSE SCANS; 
 
------------------------------------------------ 
-- DDL Statements for table "TPCD"."PART" 
------------------------------------------------ 
-- DDL Statements for indexes on Table "TPCD"."PART" 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "TPCD"."P_PK" ON "TPCD"."PART" 
  ("P_PARTKEY" ASC) 
  PCTFREE 0 ALLOW REVERSE SCANS; 
 
------------------------------------------------ 
-- DDL Statements for table "TPCD"."SUPPLIER" 
------------------------------------------------ 
-- DDL Statements for indexes on Table "TPCD"."SUPPLIER" 
 
CREATE INDEX "TPCD"."S_NK" ON "TPCD"."SUPPLIER" 
  ("S_NATIONKEY" ASC) 
  PCTFREE 0 ALLOW REVERSE SCANS; 
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-- DDL Statements for indexes on Table "TPCD"."SUPPLIER" 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "TPCD"."S_SK" ON "TPCD"."SUPPLIER" 
  ("S_SUPPKEY" ASC) 
  PCTFREE 0 ALLOW REVERSE SCANS; 
 
------------------------------------------------ 
-- DDL Statements for table "TPCD"."PARTSUPP" 
------------------------------------------------ 
-- DDL Statements for indexes on Table "TPCD"."PARTSUPP" 
 
CREATE INDEX "TPCD"."PS_PK" ON "TPCD"."PARTSUPP" 
  ("PS_PARTKEY" ASC) 
  PCTFREE 0 ALLOW REVERSE SCANS; 
 
-- DDL Statements for indexes on Table "TPCD"."PARTSUPP" 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "TPCD"."PS_PK_SK" ON "TPCD"."PARTSUPP" 
  ("PS_PARTKEY" ASC, 
   "PS_SUPPKEY" ASC) 
  PCTFREE 0 ALLOW REVERSE SCANS; 
 
-- DDL Statements for indexes on Table "TPCD"."PARTSUPP" 
 
CREATE INDEX "TPCD"."PS_SK" ON "TPCD"."PARTSUPP" 
  ("PS_SUPPKEY" ASC) 
  PCTFREE 0 ALLOW REVERSE SCANS; 
 
-- DDL Statements for indexes on Table "TPCD"."PARTSUPP" 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "TPCD"."PS_SK_PK" ON "TPCD"."PARTSUPP" 
  ("PS_SUPPKEY" ASC, 
   "PS_PARTKEY" ASC) 
  PCTFREE 0 ALLOW REVERSE SCANS; 
 
------------------------------------------------ 
-- DDL Statements for table "TPCD"."CUSTOMER" 
------------------------------------------------ 
-- DDL Statements for indexes on Table "TPCD"."CUSTOMER" 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "TPCD"."C_CK" ON "TPCD"."CUSTOMER" 
  ("C_CUSTKEY" ASC) 
  PCTFREE 0 ALLOW REVERSE SCANS; 
 
-- DDL Statements for indexes on Table "TPCD"."CUSTOMER" 
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CREATE INDEX "TPCD"."C_NK" ON "TPCD"."CUSTOMER" 
  ("C_NATIONKEY" ASC) 
  PCTFREE 0 ALLOW REVERSE SCANS; 
 
------------------------------------------------ 
-- DDL Statements for table "TPCD"."ORDERS" 
------------------------------------------------ 
-- DDL Statements for indexes on Table "TPCD"."ORDERS" 
 
CREATE INDEX "TPCD"."O_CK" ON "TPCD"."ORDERS" 
  ("O_CUSTKEY" ASC) 
  PCTFREE 3 ALLOW REVERSE SCANS; 
 
-- DDL Statements for indexes on Table "TPCD"."ORDERS" 
 
CREATE INDEX "TPCD"."O_OD" ON "TPCD"."ORDERS" 
  ("O_ORDERDATE" ASC) 
  PCTFREE 3 ALLOW REVERSE SCANS; 
 
-- DDL Statements for indexes on Table "TPCD"."ORDERS" 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "TPCD"."O_OK" ON "TPCD"."ORDERS" 
  ("O_ORDERKEY" ASC) 
  PCTFREE 3 ALLOW REVERSE SCANS; 
 
------------------------------------------------ 
-- DDL Statements for table "TPCD"."LINEITEM" 
------------------------------------------------ 
-- DDL Statements for indexes on Table "TPCD"."LINEITEM" 
 
CREATE INDEX "TPCD"."L_CD" ON "TPCD"."LINEITEM" 
  ("L_COMMITDATE" ASC) 
  PCTFREE 3 ALLOW REVERSE SCANS; 
 
-- DDL Statements for indexes on Table "TPCD"."LINEITEM" 
 
CREATE INDEX "TPCD"."L_OK" ON "TPCD"."LINEITEM" 
  ("L_ORDERKEY" ASC) 
  PCTFREE 3 ALLOW REVERSE SCANS; 
 
 
-- DDL Statements for indexes on Table "TPCD"."LINEITEM" 
 
CREATE INDEX "TPCD"."L_PK" ON "TPCD"."LINEITEM" 
  ("L_PARTKEY" ASC) 
  PCTFREE 3 ALLOW REVERSE SCANS; 
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-- DDL Statements for indexes on Table "TPCD"."LINEITEM" 
 
CREATE INDEX "TPCD"."L_PK_SK" ON "TPCD"."LINEITEM" 
  ("L_PARTKEY" ASC, 
   "L_SUPPKEY" ASC) 
  PCTFREE 3 ALLOW REVERSE SCANS; 
 
-- DDL Statements for indexes on Table "TPCD"."LINEITEM" 
 
CREATE INDEX "TPCD"."L_RD" ON "TPCD"."LINEITEM" 
  ("L_RECEIPTDATE" ASC) 
  PCTFREE 3 ALLOW REVERSE SCANS; 
 
-- DDL Statements for indexes on Table "TPCD"."LINEITEM" 
 
CREATE INDEX "TPCD"."L_SD" ON "TPCD"."LINEITEM" 
  ("L_SHIPDATE" ASC) 
  PCTFREE 3 ALLOW REVERSE SCANS; 
 
-- DDL Statements for indexes on Table "TPCD"."LINEITEM" 
 
CREATE INDEX "TPCD"."L_SK" ON "TPCD"."LINEITEM" 
  ("L_SUPPKEY" ASC) 
  PCTFREE 3 ALLOW REVERSE SCANS; 
 
-- DDL Statements for indexes on Table "TPCD"."LINEITEM" 
 
CREATE INDEX "TPCD"."L_SK_PK" ON "TPCD"."LINEITEM" 
  ("L_SUPPKEY" ASC, 
   "L_PARTKEY" ASC) 
  PCTFREE 3 ALLOW REVERSE SCANS;
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APPENDIX B 
QUERIES USED IN PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

The following are the queries used to report results for the synthetic (TPC-H) performance 

evaluations.  Queries are numbered according to query numbers in the figure captions.  The seed 

value for the TPC-H query generator program was 1787334968. 

Query #1: 
select 
 l_returnflag, 
 l_linestatus, 
 sum(l_quantity) as sum_qty, 
 sum(l_extendedprice) as sum_base_price, 
 sum(l_extendedprice * (1 - l_discount)) as sum_disc_price, 
 sum(l_extendedprice * (1 - l_discount) * (1 + l_tax)) as sum_charge, 
 avg(l_quantity) as avg_qty, 
 avg(l_extendedprice) as avg_price, 
 avg(l_discount) as avg_disc, 
 count(*) as count_order 
from 
 lineitem 
where 
 l_shipdate <= date(days(date('1998-12-01')) - 82 * 3) 
group by 
 l_returnflag, 
 l_linestatus 
order by 
 l_returnflag, 
 l_linestatus; 
 

Query #2: 
select 
 s_acctbal, 
 s_name, 
 n_name, 
 p_partkey, 
 p_mfgr, 
 s_address, 
 s_phone, 
 s_comment 
from 
 part, 
 supplier, 
 partsupp, 
 nation, 
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 region 
where 
 p_partkey = ps_partkey 
 and s_suppkey = ps_suppkey 
 and p_size = 19 
 and p_type like '%COPPER' 
 and s_nationkey = n_nationkey 
 and n_regionkey = r_regionkey 
 and r_name = 'AMERICA' 
 and ps_supplycost = ( 
  select 
   min(ps_supplycost) 
  from 
   partsupp, 
   supplier, 
   nation, 
   region 
  where 
   p_partkey = ps_partkey 
   and s_suppkey = ps_suppkey 
   and s_nationkey = n_nationkey 
   and n_regionkey = r_regionkey 
   and r_name = 'AMERICA' 
 ) 
order by 
 s_acctbal desc, 
 n_name, 
 s_name, 
 p_partkey; 
 

Query #3: 
select 
 l_orderkey, 
 sum(l_extendedprice * (1 - l_discount)) as revenue, 
 o_orderdate, 
 o_shippriority 
from 
 customer, 
 orders, 
 lineitem 
where 
 c_mktsegment = 'MACHINERY' 
 and c_custkey = o_custkey 
 and l_orderkey = o_orderkey 
 and o_orderdate < date('1995-03-08') 
 and l_shipdate > date('1995-03-08') 
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group by 
 l_orderkey, 
 o_orderdate, 
 o_shippriority 
order by 
 revenue desc, 
 o_orderdate; 
 

Query #4: 
select 
 o_orderpriority, 
 count(*) as order_count 
from 
 orders 
where 
 o_orderdate >= date('1994-03-01') 
 and o_orderdate < date(days(date('1994-03-01')) + 3 * 31) 
 and exists ( 
  select 
   * 
  from 
   lineitem 
  where 
   l_orderkey = o_orderkey 
   and l_commitdate < l_receiptdate 
 ) 
group by 
 o_orderpriority 
order by 
 o_orderpriority; 
 

Query #5: 
select 
 n_name, 
 sum(l_extendedprice * (1 - l_discount)) as revenue 
from 
 customer, 
 orders, 
 lineitem, 
 supplier, 
 nation, 
 region 
where 
 c_custkey = o_custkey 
 and l_orderkey = o_orderkey 
 and l_suppkey = s_suppkey 
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 and c_nationkey = s_nationkey 
 and s_nationkey = n_nationkey 
 and n_regionkey = r_regionkey 
 and r_name = 'AMERICA' 
 and o_orderdate >= date('1996-01-01') 
 and o_orderdate < date(days(date('1996-01-01')) + 365) 
group by 
 n_name 
order by 
 revenue desc; 
 

Query #6: 
select 
 sum(l_extendedprice * l_discount) as revenue 
from 
 lineitem 
where 
 l_shipdate >= date('1996-01-01') 
 and l_shipdate < date(days(date('1996-01-01')) + 365) 
 and l_discount between 0.02 - 0.01 and 0.02 + 0.01 
 and l_quantity < 25; 
 

Query #7: 
select 
 supp_nation, 
 cust_nation, 
 l_year, 
 sum(volume) as revenue 
from 
 ( 
  select 
   n1.n_name as supp_nation, 
   n2.n_name as cust_nation, 
   year(l_shipdate) as l_year, 
   l_extendedprice * (1 - l_discount) as volume 
  from 
   supplier, 
   lineitem, 
   orders, 
   customer, 
   nation n1, 
   nation n2 
  where 
   s_suppkey = l_suppkey 
   and o_orderkey = l_orderkey 
   and c_custkey = o_custkey 
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   and s_nationkey = n1.n_nationkey 
   and c_nationkey = n2.n_nationkey 
   and ( 
    (n1.n_name = 'ALGERIA' and n2.n_name = 'ROMANIA') 
    or (n1.n_name = 'ROMANIA' and n2.n_name = 'ALGERIA') 
   ) 
   and l_shipdate between date('1995-01-01') and date('1996-12-31') 
 ) as shipping 
group by 
 supp_nation, 
 cust_nation, 
 l_year 
order by 
 supp_nation, 
 cust_nation, 
 l_year; 
 

Query #8: 
select 
 o_year, 
 sum(case 
  when nation = 'ROMANIA' then volume 
  else 0 
 end) / sum(volume) as mkt_share 
from 
 ( 
  select 
   year(o_orderdate) as o_year, 
   l_extendedprice * (1 - l_discount) as volume, 
   n2.n_name as nation 
  from 
   part, 
   supplier, 
   lineitem, 
   orders, 
   customer, 
   nation n1, 
   nation n2, 
   region 
  where 
   p_partkey = l_partkey 
   and s_suppkey = l_suppkey 
   and l_orderkey = o_orderkey 
   and o_custkey = c_custkey 
   and c_nationkey = n1.n_nationkey 
   and n1.n_regionkey = r_regionkey 
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   and r_name = 'EUROPE' 
   and s_nationkey = n2.n_nationkey 
   and o_orderdate between date('1995-01-01') and date('1996-12-31') 
   and p_type = 'SMALL PLATED STEEL' 
 ) as all_nations 
group by 
 o_year 
order by 
 o_year; 
 

Query #9: 
select 
 c_custkey, 
 c_name, 
 sum(l_extendedprice * (1 - l_discount)) as revenue, 
 c_acctbal, 
 n_name, 
 c_address, 
 c_phone, 
 c_comment 
from 
 customer, 
 orders, 
 lineitem, 
 nation 
where 
 c_custkey = o_custkey 
 and l_orderkey = o_orderkey 
 and o_orderdate >= date('1993-11-01') 
 and o_orderdate < date(days(date('1993-11-01')) + 3 * 31) 
 and l_returnflag = 'R' 
 and c_nationkey = n_nationkey 
group by 
 c_custkey, 
 c_name, 
 c_acctbal, 
 c_phone, 
 n_name, 
 c_address, 
 c_comment 
order by 
 revenue desc; 
 
 

Query #10: 
select 
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 ps_partkey, 
 sum(ps_supplycost * ps_availqty) as value 
from 
 partsupp, 
 supplier, 
 nation 
where 
 ps_suppkey = s_suppkey 
 and s_nationkey = n_nationkey 
 and n_name = 'CHINA' 
group by 
 ps_partkey having 
  sum(ps_supplycost * ps_availqty) > ( 
   select 
    sum(ps_supplycost * ps_availqty) * 0.0001000000 
   from 
    partsupp, 
    supplier, 
    nation 
   where 
    ps_suppkey = s_suppkey 
    and s_nationkey = n_nationkey 
    and n_name = 'CHINA' 
  ) 
order by 
 value desc; 
 

Query #11: 
select 
 l_shipmode, 
 sum(case 
  when o_orderpriority = '1-URGENT' 
   or o_orderpriority = '2-HIGH' 
   then 1 
  else 0 
 end) as high_line_count, 
 sum(case 
  when o_orderpriority <> '1-URGENT' 
   and o_orderpriority <> '2-HIGH' 
   then 1 
  else 0 
 end) as low_line_count 
from 
 orders, 
 lineitem 
where 
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 o_orderkey = l_orderkey 
 and l_shipmode in ('RAIL', 'REG AIR') 
 and l_commitdate < l_receiptdate 
 and l_shipdate < l_commitdate 
 and l_receiptdate >= date('1996-01-01') 
 and l_receiptdate < date(days(date('1996-01-01')) + 365) 
group by 
 l_shipmode 
order by 
 l_shipmode; 
 

Query #12: 
select 
 c_count, 
 count(*) as custdist 
from 
 ( 
  select 
   c_custkey, 
   count(o_orderkey) 
  from 
   customer left outer join orders on 
    c_custkey = o_custkey 
    and o_comment not like '%special%deposits%' 
  group by 
   c_custkey 
 ) as c_orders (c_custkey, c_count) 
group by 
 c_count 
order by 
 custdist desc, 
 c_count desc; 
 

Query #13: 
select 
 100.00 * sum(case 
  when p_type like 'PROMO%' 
   then l_extendedprice * (1 - l_discount) 
  else 0 
 end) / sum(l_extendedprice * (1 - l_discount)) as promo_revenue 
from 
 lineitem, 
 part 
where 
 l_partkey = p_partkey 
 and l_shipdate >= date('1996-11-01') 
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 and l_shipdate < date(days(date('1996-11-01')) + 31) ; 
 

Query #14: 
select 
 p_brand, 
 p_type, 
 p_size, 
 count(distinct ps_suppkey) as supplier_cnt 
from 
 partsupp, 
 part 
where 
 p_partkey = ps_partkey 
 and p_brand <> 'Brand#53' 
 and p_type not like 'PROMO BURNISHED%' 
 and p_size in (23, 14, 17, 8, 15, 9, 42, 6) 
 and ps_suppkey not in ( 
  select 
   s_suppkey 
  from 
   supplier 
  where 
   s_comment like '%Customer%Complaints%' 
 ) 
group by 
 p_brand, 
 p_type, 
 p_size 
order by 
 supplier_cnt desc, 
 p_brand, 
 p_type, 
 p_size; 
 

Query #15: 
select 
 sum(l_extendedprice) / 7.0 as avg_yearly 
from 
 lineitem, 
 part 
where 
 p_partkey = l_partkey 
 and p_brand = 'Brand#35' 
 and p_container = 'MED BAG' 
 and l_quantity < ( 
  select 
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   0.2 * avg(l_quantity) 
  from 
   lineitem 
  where 
   l_partkey = p_partkey 
 ); 
 

Query #16: 
select 
 c_name, 
 c_custkey, 
 o_orderkey, 
 o_orderdate, 
 o_totalprice, 
 sum(l_quantity) 
from 
 customer, 
 orders, 
 lineitem 
where 
 o_orderkey in ( 
  select 
   l_orderkey 
  from 
   lineitem 
  group by 
   l_orderkey having 
    sum(l_quantity) > 315 
 ) 
 and c_custkey = o_custkey 
 and o_orderkey = l_orderkey 
group by 
 c_name, 
 c_custkey, 
 o_orderkey, 
 o_orderdate, 
 o_totalprice 
order by 
 o_totalprice desc, 
 o_orderdate; 
 

Query #17: 
select 
 sum(l_extendedprice* (1 - l_discount)) as revenue 
from 
 lineitem, 
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 part 
where 
 ( 
  p_partkey = l_partkey 
  and p_brand = 'Brand#34' 
  and p_container in ('SM CASE', 'SM BOX', 'SM PACK', 'SM PKG') 
  and l_quantity >= 9 and l_quantity <= 9 + 10 
  and p_size between 1 and 5 
  and l_shipmode in ('AIR', 'AIR REG') 
  and l_shipinstruct = 'DELIVER IN PERSON' 
 ) 
 or 
 ( 
  p_partkey = l_partkey 
  and p_brand = 'Brand#51' 
  and p_container in ('MED BAG', 'MED BOX', 'MED PKG', 'MED PACK') 
  and l_quantity >= 10 and l_quantity <= 10 + 10 
  and p_size between 1 and 10 
  and l_shipmode in ('AIR', 'AIR REG') 
  and l_shipinstruct = 'DELIVER IN PERSON' 
 ) 
 or 
 ( 
  p_partkey = l_partkey 
  and p_brand = 'Brand#31' 
  and p_container in ('LG CASE', 'LG BOX', 'LG PACK', 'LG PKG') 
  and l_quantity >= 26 and l_quantity <= 26 + 10 
  and p_size between 1 and 15 
  and l_shipmode in ('AIR', 'AIR REG') 
  and l_shipinstruct = 'DELIVER IN PERSON' 
 ) ; 
 

Query #18: 
select 
 s_name, 
 s_address 
from 
 supplier, 
 nation 
where 
 s_suppkey in ( 
  select 
   ps_suppkey 
  from 
   partsupp 
  where 
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   ps_partkey in ( 
    select 
     p_partkey 
    from 
     part 
    where 
     p_name like 'saddle%' 
   ) 
   and ps_availqty > ( 
    select 
     0.5 * sum(l_quantity) 
    from 
     lineitem 
    where 
     l_partkey = ps_partkey 
     and l_suppkey = ps_suppkey 
     and l_shipdate >= date('1997-01-01') 
     and l_shipdate < date(days(date('1997-01-01')) + 365) 
   ) 
 ) 
 and s_nationkey = n_nationkey 
 and n_name = 'BRAZIL' 
order by 
 s_name; 

 
Query #19: 

select 
 s_name, 
 count(*) as numwait 
from 
 supplier, 
 lineitem l1, 
 orders, 
 nation 
where 
 s_suppkey = l1.l_suppkey 
 and o_orderkey = l1.l_orderkey 
 and o_orderstatus = 'F' 
 and l1.l_receiptdate > l1.l_commitdate 
 and exists ( 
  select 
   * 
  from 
   lineitem l2 
  where 
   l2.l_orderkey = l1.l_orderkey 
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   and l2.l_suppkey <> l1.l_suppkey 
 ) 
 and not exists ( 
  select 
   * 
  from 
   lineitem l3 
  where 
   l3.l_orderkey = l1.l_orderkey 
   and l3.l_suppkey <> l1.l_suppkey 
   and l3.l_receiptdate > l3.l_commitdate 
 ) 
 and s_nationkey = n_nationkey 
 and n_name = 'VIETNAM' 
group by 
 s_name 
order by 
 numwait desc, 
 s_name; 
 

Query #20: 
select 
 cntrycode, 
 count(*) as numcust, 
 sum(c_acctbal) as totacctbal 
from 
 ( 
  select 
   substr(c_phone,1,2) as cntrycode, 
   c_acctbal 
  from 
   customer 
  where 
   substr(c_phone,1,2) in 
    ('18', '15', '21', '30', '16', '19', '32') 
   and c_acctbal > ( 
    select 
     avg(c_acctbal) 
    from 
     customer 
    where 
     c_acctbal > 0.00 
     and substr(c_phone,1,2) in 
      ('18', '15', '21', '30', '16', '19', '32') 
   ) 
   and not exists ( 
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    select 
     * 
    from 
     orders 
    where 
     o_custkey = c_custkey 
   ) 
 ) as custsale 
group by 
 cntrycode 
order by 
 cntrycode; 
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